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Lay Abstract

Craft specialization is a core feature of urban life but the process of specialization is not perfectly understood. This thesis seeks to explore the use of lime plaster for constructing surfaces at the Late Bronze Age (LBA) site of Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios (K-AD) on the island of Cyprus. Previous research has revealed a central, monumental complex, among the first of its kind on the island, surrounded by an early city. How did the LBA people create their living environment in this new setting? This thesis has shown, through the analysis of lime plaster features, floors and walls that the LBA inhabitants of K-AD were able to create diverse, specialized surfaces with a specialized lime plaster tradition in a scale and complexity that went beyond structural requirements, suggesting these surfaces were constructed with the explicit intent for creating space imbued with social meaning.
Abstract

Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios (K-AD; Figure 1) is a Late Bronze Age (LBA) settlement on Cyprus. It is notable for having among the earliest examples of urbanism and monumental architecture on the island along side the sites of, for example, Kition, Alassa, Enkomi, and Maroni (Philokyprou 2011; Fisher et al. in press; Figure 1). The LBA on Cyprus marked the beginning of urban society, economy and architecture in Cyprus (Fisher et al. in press). This study explores the social processes associated with the transition to urbanism represented by the entangled relationship between the architectural creation of social spaces and the use of these spaces as platforms for the creation and negotiation of power and influence (Fisher 2009a, 2009b; Fisher et al. in press). Specifically this study will concentrate on the construction of plaster surfaces, the immobile architecture of these social spaces, as indexes of the social development at K-AD during the LBA.

Analysis of pyrogenic lime and gypsum plasters was carried out using high-resolution microscopic methods based on the integration of petrography and soil micromorphology. These techniques are employed to optically examine in-situ and oriented plaster samples in laboratory thin section. Laboratory Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) analysis was applied to loose sediments to obtain spectroscopic data when necessary.

Following the findings that lime plaster recipe variation is the result of human choice (Kingery et al. 1988; Love 2011, 2013a) the results of this analysis shows that the LBA architects at K-AD produced different recipes for different utilitarian uses and also
that the construction of elite spaces demanded complex recipes that extend beyond utilitarian requirements, which can be classified as more “expensive,” resource-draining procedures (Kingery et al. 1988; Love 2011). Plaster is used at K-AD for both functional purposes and as an active component in societal creation and transformation.

Figure 1. Map of Cyprus with K-AD as an insert and a selection of LBA sites. Credit: Google Maps, edited by the Author.
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Previous laboratory-based analyses of plasters from Cyprus are limited (Philokyprou 2012: 172). Indeed the analysis of the relatively abundant assemblage of earthen-based construction materials, as outline above, is rare. In this study I will contribute to this section of the literature with an explicitly social analysis of plaster technology. This study will contribute to the archaeological literature on urbanism, Cypriot and eastern Mediterranean by exploring our understanding of conscious design and the creation of social space at an early urban site on Cyprus, K-AD through the study of a ubiquitous and everyday material, plaster. This is an innovative study that exploits the potential of these overlooked data-sets.
1. Introduction to the Project

Lime and gypsum plasters are common construction materials globally whose history of manufacture and use spans over ten thousand years (e.g. Kingery et al. 1988; Philokyprou 2012). Plaster, as the term is used in this study, is a product of pyrotechnology that exploits the chemical reduction of fired rock (limestone or gypsum) that when mixed with water forms a paste that dries back into the original rock (see section 4). This technology enables people to essentially mold liquid rock with three ingredients: a ‘parent’ raw material of limestone (calcium carbonate) or gypsum (calcium sulphate), fire and water.

The history of plaster use on the eastern Mediterranean island of Cyprus can be traced back at least nine thousand years (7th millennium B.C.E.) to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic site Kalavasos-Tenta where it was used as a floor surface and to coat walls (South and Todd 1997; Philokyprou 2012). Some 5000 years later tonnes of plaster were used to create floors, roads and wall surfaces at K-AD (Figure 1), a Late Cypriot IIA-IIC settlement (LCIIA-IIC, during the Cypriot LBA; South 1984a).

Radiocarbon calendar dates place the LCIIC occupation of K-AD to 1325-1200BCE (Manning 2013 in Knapp 2013a: 521), a period of increased contact with eastern Mediterranean mainland and ever increasing local social stratification (see South 1995; South and Todd 1997; Fisher 2009a; Knapp 2013a: 348-358). These shifts are impressive and rapid – in part demonstrated by new architectural forms and the observed array of plasters across the site area as floors, wall surfaces and roads (South 1982, 1983,
1984a, 1995). This project subjected samples of these surfaces to formal laboratory analysis in order to more fully understand the ways in which this common construction material was used during this period of social change.

In this thesis it is argued that the changing social processes witnessed at K-AD can be investigated through a contextual analysis of the site’s plaster walls and floors. This hypothesis follows Fisher (2009a) and Fisher et al. (in press) who suggest the architectural developments at K-AD were not a strict product of an urbanizing social fabric. Rather these structures played an integral and active role in forming place in which roles were continually negotiated. Specific application traditions were socially integral components of monumental structures in this emerging urban socioeconomic society.

The archaeological assemblage of plaster is particularly well suited for this analysis. It is a recipe-based pyrotechnology that varies in composition as a result of the choices made by people rather than by geologic determinism (Love 2011, 2013a) and its use follows a conservative tradition of skilled and deliberate application (Kingery et al. 1988). The observed variations revealed in this study are the deliberate result of the skilled architects and decision-makers of K-AD. All variation – microscopically, macroscopically, and spectrographically – among the samples studied in this research project can and will be viewed as the result of social decisions with extra-utilitarian (social) implications. That is to say that variation among the samples will not be random, nor will all surfaces have the same method of construction. The variations observed should reflect a conservation of tradition between similar surfaces and a differentiation
among surfaces according to their placement within or without the monumental complex at K-AD.

The fragmentary archaeological record and the restrictions it places on this field of inquiry should be familiar to many researchers. Ceramic wares and stone tools are among the few material assemblages that preserve in the archaeological record magnificently well and have been favourite media of analyses over the long term (e.g. Childe 1925). More importantly than preservation, however, researchers have been able to hypothesize the connection ceramics or lithics had to human society by their variation perceivable to the unaided eye – be it decoration, dimensions or choice of raw material. Plaster is also a common technology that has become abundant in the archaeological record over its thousands of years of use by human societies. It is specifically abundant at LBA Cypriot sites, among others, but it has not been ‘visible’ or theoretically connected to social processes in the same way ceramics or lithics have been, until recently.

Modern advances in microarchaeological research (see Weiner 2010 for a volume on microarchaeology) and theory (see Section 1 [below], Section 3) have opened the door to studying the abundant earthen-based construction materials (e.g. mudbrick, plaster, mortar) as products of social processes. With the help of high-resolution analyses these material assemblages that in certain contexts vastly outnumber in volume other archaeological assemblages (Love 2011) yield to the researcher their unique variations and adornments. Earthen-based construction materials can be seen as socially imbued artifacts, along side ceramics and lithics.
Recent high-resolution archaeological studies have explored sediments (Pauketat and Alt 2005; Jusseret 2010; Bauer in press), mudbricks (Matthews 2005; Love 2011, 2013a) and plasters (Theodoridou et al. 2013; Turco et al. 2016) among others. The repertoire of techniques employed to study the microscopic record (following Wright 1992, in Turco et al. 2016; Weiner 2010) include micromorphology (Goldberg 1979; Berna et al. 2007; Shahack-Gross and Finkelstein 2007; Philokyprou 2012; Goshen et al. 2017), X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffraction (Berna et al. 2007; Nodarou et al. 2008; Love 2011; Miriello et al 2013), FT-IR (Weiner 2010; Anderson et al 2014; Goshen et al. 2017), Raman spectroscopy (Martinez-Ramirez et al. 2003), loss on ignition (Love 2011), and geophysical analysis (Manning et al. 2014). These techniques occupy a wide range of technical capabilities and are not all financially practical for most researchers, with FT-IR being among the cheapest and most practical techniques to identify mineral components and micromorphology providing the capability to study materials in a preserved, in-situ state that may also be further analyzed in the future.

The above inquiries have developed alongside a body of theory that connects geologic technologies to the social world (e.g. Bauer in press; Pauketat and Alt 2005). It has been argued persuasively that earthen-based construction materials are thoughtful products of cultural traditions. These traditions can be viewed in terms of cultural reproduction through active engagement by society with the tradition in a living system. Traditions become active components that are created and recreated by (often conservative) reproduction, otherwise known as habitus (Bourdieu 1977) enabling geologic materials to be approached as appropriate media with which to engage with
social questions (e.g. Kingery et al. 1988; Pauketat and Alt 2005; Love 2011; Bauer in press). By understanding the processes involved in geological material culture construction we can ask questions about societal organization (Love 2011), unintended consequences (Bauer in press), and social change (Pauketat and Alt 2005; Dobres 2010).

The questions this project addresses are: what were the effects of urbanism with regards to lime and gypsum plaster surface construction at K-AD? Did plaster technology change over time and across different social spaces at K-AD, according to the dialectic relationship of population density, socioeconomics and craft specialization? And, can we use the ‘mundane’ archaeological record of pyrogenic plaster technology as an index to view social and economic capital at K-AD? Samples (see Figure 9 and Appendix Image 45 for locations) will be compared in an intra-site analysis that will compare and quantify constituent material to address compositional, and therefore recipe variations between key areas and features.

Analytically the research questions are addressed by means of micromorphological analysis, a high-resolution visual method that allows in-situ samples to be viewed under the microscope. This is a process that will enable the distinction of constituent materials such as lime or gypsum plaster, as well as microstratigraphic fabric units (see section 5.3 for details) that are not visible with the naked eye. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is also employed. This is a chemical analysis where discrete spectral curves from covalent chemical bonds are used to determine constituent chemical compounds and crystalline phases, the aim being to identify material crystalline
phases where optical means are not sufficient, such as in the case of sediments or other mixed material.

Concerning data sets employed for this study, dozens of plastered surfaces have been exposed from large-scale excavations at K-AD with many displaying unique visual characteristics, which appear to be the result of the disparate application of plaster recipes across the site. Individual surfaces appear to be homogeneous in composition indicating the observed changes are intentional, not least between the monumental center and outside areas.

1.1 Urbanization and its Consequences for Socio-Technical Practices

In this section I will discuss the academic inquiry into the phenomenon of urbanism more broadly and discuss how researchers have sought to understand and explain the transformations of social roles involved in the navigating of lives in an urban environment. I then introduce the expected changes at K-AD during an urban transformation with particular reference to craft traditions, specifically plastering technology. The specific context of K-AD’s urbanism will be further explored in section 2.4 of this thesis.

Childe (1950) hypothesized that urban societies can be identified cross-culturally by ten common characteristics. These include, among others, craft specialization, centralization of power among ruling elites, and the proliferation of created monumental public spaces (Childe 1950: 9-16). These common characteristics provide a means to label societies, modern and (pre)historic alike, as “urban” or not. They do not, however, enable the inquiry into the process of urbanization or the relationship between urbanism
and the aforementioned ten static factors. The use of the term “revolution” to describe the changes a society undergoes from pre-urbanism to urban lifeways also implies a sudden large-scale shift between socio-economic processes, whereby a “progressive change” in organization provides the impetus or shock for other changes to follow suit. In this thesis it is argued that developments in technology and social organization are continuous processes that cannot be simplified to imagine a defined shift from one established pre-determined state to another (e.g. Pauketat 2001: 85). In the case of K-AD specifically the evidence from the results of this study suggests, in part, in the affirmative this dialectic relationship and of the differentiation of plaster recipes according to both function and social space.

Craft specialization can be generally understood as the diversification and optimization of a task that are arrived at though trial, thought and practice by designated individuals on a (near) daily basis (i.e. specialists), within a cultural framework that imbibes meaning into the craft and dialectically the craft influences the culture. While in certain instances such crafts might involve song, dance, navigation, etcetera (see Helms 1993: 14) this thesis is exclusively concerned with the tangible, specifically the production of plaster and its application to surfaces.

Craft specialization creates a wide range of possibilities to enhance a craft, from sourcing specialized raw materials to the final design on a product. These alterations can manifest at different stages of manufacture. For example, all crafts begin with the selection of materials from which to create the desired object; materials are ranked in value according to the established mode of exchange in the respective society. The value
of the raw material selected at this stage will have direct effect on the value of the final product. This recurring pattern of the possibility to add value into a product is present at all steps in the manufacture of a craft. Resource scarcity and acquisition, the preparation of the material to make it suitable to use, and in the final execution of the craft by a tradesperson summarize additional moments where value can be added into the final product. In some cases a product can be commissioned, perhaps by an elite individual, who chooses a particular craftsperson for the task. Specific craftspeople with specific skillsets may also add value to the final product. To quote Helms (1993: 54), “…artisans themselves contain, exhibit, and control special powers that may harm as well as help society; that they evidence exceptional knowledge and intelligence and hence may be harmful magicians or adept at the occult and the demonic as well as being helpful bards, diviners, curers, and crafters of beneficial materials and activities.” With various stages of specialization available the resting question is how does craft specialization permeate society and which crafts, at what levels, become specialized? Before we explore these questions let us first let us explore innovation.

When people come together or when there are challenges (in whatever form) to overcome, ideas proliferate. The following is an illustration to demonstrate the potential. Imagine there are two people (a, b). They have their own ideas (a, b) and they can form one pairing and have a discussion or a conversation. Two people can share their respective knowledge (a+b). If you add a third person (a, b, c) you create the potential for three unique conversational pairs (a+b, a+c, b+c). This follows the general patter that \(n\) people have a network of \(\frac{n^2-n}{2}\) possible paired relationships. Ten individuals have a
network of \( \frac{10^2 - 10}{2} = 45 \) unique pairings. If you include the potential for groups of three or more individuals the possibilities for discussion follow the formula \( 2^n - (n + 1) \), which approximate \( 2^n \) when \( n \) is large. What is evident in both equations is that potential groupings are related exponentially to the number of people. Urban centers are places where innovation and development can thrive on the understanding that a group on \( n \) individuals have an exponentially greater potential than the sum of their respective beings (roughly \( 2^n \gg n \)). The ten individuals mentioned previously can be arranged into \( 2^{10} - (10 + 1) = 1013 \) unique groupings of size 2 to 10 people. The more people there are, the more potential there is, but these people have to be in contact with one another and that is the environment an urban setting provides. Of course these equations do not necessitate the number of interactions taking place, nor do they assume all interactions share or generate knowledge. These merely serve to illustrate that when a population grows linearly potential increases exponentially.

Population increase is an important factor in urban societies but where these populations come from can have more of an effect than the number itself. Populations vary according to three general factors. The first is the number of births as the number of babies per woman can have a dramatic effect on a population. Think of China’s infamous ‘One-Child Policy’ or the ‘Baby Boomers’ of the postwar years. The same effects on population can be seen with the second factor: mortality rates. The number of births will not have an effect on a population if the mortality rate remains high, especially among newborns. If life expectancy increases (i.e. rates of mortality decrease) and child mortality decreases a population will grow. This has been a general trend over the last
100 years worldwide (www.gapminder.org/data). The final factor to consider for urban populations is migration, the movement of people in and out of an urban setting. Unlike births and deaths, which only effect one population, migrations reduce the population of emigration and increase the population of immigration. The three aforementioned factors of birth, mortality and transience all contribute to innovation and diversity.

A final consideration in the link between people, urbanism and innovation is the necessary ability of members of a society to engage with crafts. In Childe’s (1950) work, *The Urban Revolution* he suggests categorizing human societies, past and present, in three “stages” of evolution-oriented social development that are defined by the inhabitants’ means of procuring food. “Savages,” the first of three progressive stages, collect their food while “barbarians” engage in some form of agriculture and occasionally animal husbandry. “Civilized people” are more complex to define but in keeping with our viewscape concerning subsistence it is clear that in the eyes of Childe civilized people have an urban social system that regulates the production, and distribution of food by a limited sector of the population to everyone else (Childe 1950: 3-4). Urban societies are centered on cities, permanent habitation areas of high population density with an emancipated sector of the workforce that is free from producing food to sustain their needs. Rather than working in food production they were free to dedicate their time to the specialization of other tasks (i.e. crafts) in order to solve the demands and problems that arise in communities with increased population densities and demanded sophisticated infrastructure (Childe 1950: 6-9). Urban societies are therefore associated directly with
the appearance of a numerous and ever-expanding set of specialized groups including: potters, metalsmiths, administrators, architects, weavers, butchers *inter alia*.

Urban centers are bigger, denser, and have more public settings than non-urban settings. These large centers of permanent structures for habitation, employment and reproduction introduce new problems for their inhabitants to consider with large-scale construction. These new problems are on a larger scale than in non-urban settings, but the differences can be visualized as being a strict result of the size of a habitation center. More people demand in a sedentary society more roads to traverse, more homes to live, more pipes for water and sewage, etcetera. The scale of problems grow, although they scale sub-linearly to population (Cesaretti et al. 2016), the larger problems necessitate specialists with training and experience.

While a population grows linearly, problems increase sub-linearly while the potential to approach new problems scales exponentially. Individuals who grow up in an urban setting and those who arrive later in life can both apply their respective skills to new problems as they arise and contribute to task specialization. Having grown up in a non-urban setting individuals would likely have been introduced to a wide array of experiences unknown to urban people, and the converse is equally true. If individuals have migrated to an urban center they may be able to approach new problems in different ways according to their respective *habitus*. With different ways of thinking and creating between dense arrays of individuals innovation, social stratification and craft specialization grow. Entirely distinct communities can form from those dominated from transience over those with birth-dominated growth (Birch 2013: 1-16), most notably
owing to the idea that individuals from disparate areas coming together may preclude an absence of precedent regarding community identity, leadership, and dispositions, allowing the new group to negotiate amongst themselves a potentially new identity and system(s) of innovation and specialization.

Work has been carried out to explain the reasons why people would choose to migrate to an urban center, or to migrate at all. So-called “push-pull” forces create a binominal situation where migration is dictated by “push” forces, unfavourable circumstances encouraging emigration, and “pull” forces, desired features of a new location that encourage immigration (see Anthony 1990).

Anthropologists have attempted to use several models to explain the observed changes in the organization of human societies and development of technologies and geography as seen through material culture. Among many theories of change are the ‘diffusion’ model that explains change through the movement of ideas from one (advanced) society to another (lesser) one, ‘invasion’ to explain social change through physical movement of peoples, and ‘evolution’ to suggest technologies follow developmental procedures and can be compared from one culture to the next (Renfrew 1969). All these ‘modes’ of cultural change seek to explain the phenomena of a change in observable, tangible material culture; their introduction to academic anthropology stems often from theories of the day from outside disciplines: e.g. history and biology (e.g. Meskell 2002:282). What is of interest in this project is if the changes observed in architecture and the size of K-AD permeate the fabric of this early urban site into the plaster surfaces, and to what extent these hitherto unstudied crafts at K-AD are
specialized. The aforementioned specific models of change and discussions on specific topics such as identity and ethnicity can be further explored elsewhere (Childe 1925, 1950; Smith 1929; Renfrew 1969; Anthony 1990; Jones 1997, 2007; Dietler and Herbich 1998; Knapp and Antoniadou 1998; Meskell 2002, 2007).

The preceding paragraphs argue that cities promote the specialization of tasks. What is less clear, and will be argued with this thesis, is the idea that each step in craft specialization furthers the idea of the ‘city’ or ‘urban area’ in a dialectic living cycle. People are the key components in a city that may be overlooked in archaeological assemblages. Without individuals working, living, creating and innovating the dense collection of structures known as a city is nothing more than a collection of structures. It is therefore argued that step-by-step craft specialization promotes the idea of the city while the city enables and necessitates the specialization of crafts. In conjunction with the fact that the potential within a city can be exploited for, for example, the ability for socioeconomic rifts and ‘classes’ of people to emerge it is argues that these elites were able to harness the epitome of specialized crafts in the creation of a monumental structure at various levels of construction. Elite individuals are those in a society who derive political and economic power through the preferential access and distribution of goods, particularly those produced by specialists (Helms 1993: 4).

We can ask ourselves when did a city come into being? Where is the threshold where we can begin to look at the effects that the ‘city’ had on craft specialization? The words of Timothy Pauketat (2001: 86), “Cahokia was always in a state of becoming,” suggest succinctly we can visualize the ‘city’ or any urban/non-urban habitation setting as
a living, changing collection of humans and their materials with no start time and date. Sites are not created: they exist as a complex living system. Pauketat’s suggestion is that archaeological sites were dynamic environments in the past and will continue to develop in the modern day so long as people continue to react to them in different ways (Pauketat 2001). We can follow this line of reasoning to re-assert that craft specialization, the development of craft diversity and the growth of urban centers are created in conjunction.

This is not to say developments of crafts do not occur in non-urban settings. Only that that the difference between the rate of innovation in urban and non-urban setting is scaled with fewer individuals in non-urban settings and a more confined level of ‘necessity’ that dampens ‘invention.’ The result is that in comparison to an urban setting in peripheral and previous regions craft specialization occurs at a slower temporal rate but arguably innovation proceeds at a rate proportional not to population over time (scalar growth to population) but to the number of interactions occurring over time (exponential growth to population). All artifacts can vary significantly and each is a highly personal creation (Dobres 2010). Personal innovation on artifacts has previously been described as isochrestic variation and is a result of an the interplay between an individual’s dispositions, or *habitus* (Sackett 1990; Jones 1997) and a societies’ shared *doxa* the deeper dispositions that are not altered that are characterized as uncritically and inadvertently accepted truths of a system that are continuously self-reified by that system (Bourdieu 1977: 164). Personal innovation can also occur by accident, which is then accepted and integrated into the mainstream tradition. In this way personal variation can
be seen as non-deterministic (Gosden 2006) to a further degree than isochrestic variation can, which is constrained by personal (habitus) and societal (doxa) dispositions.

All societies can experience craft innovation, but large-scale society-wide changes in an urban society are more apparent as they occur more rapidly in time under the experienced hands of craft specialists. Specialists are able to dedicate their lives to creating their craft to a high standard. This thesis explores how this dialectic relationship between plaster surface constructions relates to the Northeast Area at K-AD, which likely wielded comparatively large social and economic capital over the site and region during the LBA. This is discussed in detail in the following section (2).
2. Background to Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios and Cyprus

Cyprus occupies a strategic and central location in the Eastern Mediterranean (Figure 2) and has been visited by settlers and traders for over ten thousand years. For most of the occupation of this island, however, life has been resigned to simple village economies. For two thousand years before the LBA the circum-Mediterranean region saw kingdoms and empires rise and fall without any such centralization of community, let alone an urban state, ever developing on Cyprus.

Figure 2. Cyprus (center) in the eastern Mediterranean. Credit: Google Maps.

In this chapter a summary Cypriot geography is provided to contextualize the 10,000 years of human occupation up to the LBA. Particular attention is placed on the south-central Vasilikos Valley, where the study site K-AD resides. This area of Cyprus has been the focus of a series of archaeological projects from the 1970’s onward, most
recently by the 2015 Kalavasos and Maroni Built Environments (KAMBE) excavation, material from which forms the basis of this research project.

2.1 Climate and Flora

Plaster is a pyrotechnology that requires an abundance of fuel and an available source of water. In this section I will bring the reader’s attention to the climate and vegetation of Cyprus and the Vasilikos Valley as data pertinent to the manufacture of plaster.

The Vasilikos Valley and most of Cyprus experience a “Mediterranean” climate (shorthand “Csa”) according to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification system (Kottek et al. 2006; Peel et al. 2007). The island thus has warm, temperate, wet winters with dry, hot summers. All rivers on Cyprus have intermittent flows that variably run dry in the summer months as a direct result of the winter rainfall received in a given year. According to Given and Knapp (2003: 132 in Jones 2007: 129) a practice of water management has been in place since the Roman period, although pre-Roman farming practices and aggregated settlements dating back to Neolithic times indicate prehistoric Cypriots have always a sophisticated capacity to manage their resources effectively. A system of water management has always been a vital part of Cypriot life.

LBA texts regarding the island’s flora are limited owing to a general lack of available records, both translated (e.g. Akkadian) and untranslated (e.g. Cypro-Minoan) during this period (Keswani 1993). Most of the known written evidence from this period deals with financial and political matters between the Kingdom of Alašiya (an economic power on Cyprus; Goren 2003) and the surrounding kingdoms in Ugarit and Egypt.
(Goren 2003). The earliest surviving documents concerning Cypriot flora are those of the 1st century CE Greek historian and geographer Strabo, over 1200 years after the occupation and abandonment of K-AD. He writes that Cyprus is a land rich with lush forests that impeded cultivation of the land (Geographica 14.6.5, in Knapp et al. 1990; in Jones 2007; in Government of Cyprus 2008; in Harris 2012). Among direct evidence of Late Cypriot flora from K-AD are the preserved charred wood roofing beams from Area 152 (A.152) and a “significant” deposit of botanical material in Area 173 that includes “lentils, grapes, pears, figs, olives, and members of the squash/cucumber/gourd family,” (South 1991: 131). The flora available at K-AD during the LBA was diverse and human settlements we able to thrive unimpeded by the forests (contra Strabo).

2.2 An Overview of Cypriot Geology

Cypriot bedrock geology is a combination of sedimentary seafloor deposits, volcanic material, and continental crust that spans some 90 million years (90Ma) to a final tectonic uplift event 2 million years ago resulting in the Cyprus we see today (for details see
Government of Cyprus 2002; Roveri et al. 2014). These geological processes have resulted in the formation of massive deposits of gypsum, limestone, chalk and marl evaporates 1m to over 10m thick, abundant raw resources that are scattered across the island (see Rouchy et al. 2001; Broodbank 2002: 63-82; Roveri et al. 2014). Limestone, chalk and marl are all calcium carbonate materials.

In addition to island-wide deposits of carbonates and gypsum Cyprus is in possession of a copper ores that have been mined since prehistory. The influence copper had on Cypriot history and identity is reflected in both its name being derived from the Greek “Kyprios” (copper), and copper-yellow being a main colour of its modern national flag. Copper deposits are found in the upper and lower pillow lavas that circumscribe the Troodos Mountains (Figure 3). K-AD is some 7km south of the of these ore deposits in the Troodos foothills and 3km north of the sea, a location that is believed to have been ideal for controlling regional trade (South 1980).

2.2.1 The Geological Context of Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios

Today the LBA site of K-AD – where unexcavated – is covered in a white to beige silty-clay soil. Excavations at K-AD uncovered havara bedrock, a local carbonate marl (South 1984a; Schirmer 1998 for details on havara), although geological maps indicate the full >10Ha site is constructed on variable geologies from Holocene alluvium to Pleistocene biocalcarenite and sandy marls (Figure 4). A series of alluvial terrace deposits and river cuts over the last 2Ma along the Vasilikos River has exposed four terraces from sea level of over 80m lateral elevation (Gomez 1987: 349). All constituent materials required to make lime plaster, gypsum plaster, or packed mud mortars are
Tests of volumetric water content (VWC) during the dry summer months found a range from 5% at the surface to 24% 0.3-0.5m at deep (Urban et al. 2014: Fig. 4).

### 2.3 Human Occupation of Cyprus

Cyprus is an island located in the Eastern Mediterranean (Figure 2), some 100km south of continental Anatolia, 200km west of the Levant, 400km north of Egypt, and 600km east of Crete and the Aegean world.

The earliest archaeological site currently known on Cyprus is Akrotiri-Aetokremnos, a seasonally occupied rock shelter dated to the Epi-Paleolithic, c. 11,700 years before present (Knapp 2013a: 45-55). Despite recent claims for earlier activity on
the island (Strasser et al. 2016) there is as of yet no concrete evidence to suggest that humans had the technological capabilities to reach Cyprus during the Early or Middle Paleolithic periods (Cherry and Leppard 2015).

The Epi-Paleolithic, Neolithic and Chalcolithic occupation preceding the LBA societies of Cyprus witnessed fluctuations in population size, settlement growth, and socio-economic complexity, the eras of fluorescence appearing to correlate with increased connectivity to the surrounding Eastern Mediterranean mainland. For example, a close connection between Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean mainland during the Early Aceramic Neolithic period is believed from the introduction of cattle and obsidian in the archaeological record; a connection that ends in the Late Aceramic Neolithic with the extinction of cattle, intensification in the use of deer the simplification of farming technologies and the replacement of obsidian with local chert in the archaeological record (Knapp 2013a: 77-194). The reintroduction of cattle following the Late Aceramic Neolithic and Chalcolithic periods is evidence of a re-established connection with the Eastern Mediterranean mainland and is paralleled with the introduction of the spindle whorl, the plough, and an eightfold increase in the number of sites to 345 (Knapp 2013a: 195-297). For a thorough introduction to Cypriot prehistory see Knapp 2013a.

2.4 The Cypriot Late Bronze Age and the Rise of Urbanization/Alašiya

The LBA on Cyprus is defined by structural, hierarchical, and material changes that have been associated with the development of greater sociopolitical complexity (Knapp 2013a: 348-358). The relatively isolated village economies of previous periods were replaced with at least part of Cyprus becoming a major political-economic power
engaging in interregional socio-economic relations with state-level societies across the eastern Mediterranean (Goren et al. 2003). Knapp (2013a: 348) is his magnificent synthesis of Cypriot prehistory regards this LBA transition to be “an entirely different level and scale” than preceding alterations to social structure on the island. Innovations in copper casting, craft specialization and the first town centers with monumental architecture are among the significant changes that occurred at this time (Knapp 2013a: 348).

Urbanism is a major feature of many eastern Mediterranean LBA societies more generally (Crete, the Greek mainland, Anatolia, the Levant, Mesopotamia and Egypt) and in some cases an urban lifestyle was present for millennia before the first traces of urban life appears on Cyprus. From the Pre-Dynastic Egyptians to the Sumerians in Mesopotamia, urban life flourished for two thousand years on Cyprus’ doorstep without, somewhat perplexedly, ever taking root on the island.

The first cities appear on Cyprus in the LBA, or Late Cypriot Period, approximately 1680/1650-1200 BCE in absolute dates (Manning 2013 in Knapp 2013a: 521). An important insight to the nature of LBA Cypriot socio-economic structure comes from a series of clay tablets from the Egyptian site of Amarna that details diplomatic correspondence with a political-geographic entity known as Alašiya (Goren et al 2004: 48-75). The letters illustrate a 14th-13th century independent kingly state that was rich in copper resources and an equal to the Mediterranean powers of Egypt and Ugarit (northern Syria) (Goren et al., 2004: 48-75; Peltenburg 2012; Knapp 2013a: 438). For example, Alašiya and was responsible for the export of 25,000kg of pure copper ingots over the
duration of the 50-year Amarna correspondence (Goren et al. 2004:49-51; Knapp 2013b). Petrographic analysis on the tablets has suggested the clay used in their manufacture originates from south central Cyprus along the eastern foothills of the Troodos mountain range (Goren et al 2003, 2004: 57-69). The political arrangement of Alašiya as a local city-state or Cyprus-wide empire is debated (see Keswani 1993; Manning and De Mita 1997; Goren et al. 2003; Peltenburg 2012; Knapp 2013a: 432-447), but if we assume the center of power for Alašiya are centralized near the source of the clay tablets then two LBA archaeological sites have been suggested (Goren et al. 2003, 2004: 48-75), namely K-AD and Alassa-Paleotaverna/Pano Manadilaris (30km west of K-AD, see Figure 93 in Knapp 2013a: 350). Both are known to have been of local prominence at the time of the Amarna and Ugarit letters and are within the source area for not only the clay used to make the original tablets, but also the copper mines that would have been able to meet the demand from Egypt and Ugarit outlined in the letters. As of yet, however, neither site has produced a corresponding collection of diplomatic clay tablets to identify and secure the administrative center of the first Cypriot state.

The very emergence of Alašiya has been suggested to be the direct result of the need for state-level control over an intensifying trade in Troodos copper with LBA circum-Mediterranean state level societies such as Egypt and Ugarit in the 14th and 13th centuries (Peltenburg 2012). The Troodos Mountains are an ophiolite complex with a historically known abundance of copper ore. K-AD’s centralized position between the Troodos copper mines and the Mediterranean, its monumental architecture and centralization of wealth are suggestive of K-AD’s executive role in LCIIC society (South
1995: 192-194). Recently, however, the specific role K-AD played in LBA copper trade has been brought into question (South 2012). The site is well positioned to take control over any production of copper from the Kalavasos mines, a correlating feature that has been used to suggest LBA inhabitants across Cyprus did engage in industrial copper production to the end of supplying the Eastern Mediterranean demand (see Davies 1930; South 2012; Knapp 2013b). South (2012) argues the isotopic analysis performed on copper tablets (Gale et al. 1997) demonstrates Kalavasos ores were not used in the production of LBA copper oxhide ingots (so named because they resemble a stretched hides of oxen; see Gale and Stos-Gale 1986; Stos-Gale and Gale 2009 for details on their specifications and distributions) found across the eastern Mediterranean. The circumstantial evidence of a mine with rich copper ores, evidence of industrial copper trade and an urban community does not demonstrate what role, if any, K-AD directly played in the copper trade (South 2012). The urban setting and administrative role of K-AD is established independently of any potential role in the production and distribution of copper, as evidenced by the icentralized storage of olive oil, cylinder seals for administration and record keeping, Cypro-Minoan tablets (not yet translated), monumental architecture, and other characteristics to be detailed below (e.g. South 2012: 35).

K-AD has been dated to the Late Cypriot II on the basis of its ceramic assemblage (South 1982), and radiocarbon dating, broadly equating to 1450-1200 BCE (Manning 2013 in Knapp 2013a: 514). The minimum/maximum extent of the site has recently been refined to 8.5 and 11.5ha (South 2014). South (2013) notes that the concentration of
structures at LBA K-AD is on a scale not previously seen in the Vasilikos Valley (nor in Cyprus more generally), well in line with Knapp’s (2013a: 348-358) general changes seen at the LBA transition. South (2014: 74) has estimated K-AD’s population at a value of 1000-1500 people or 118-130 people per hectare, a considerable amount of people in one city considering modern population numbers for the entire Vasilikos Valley (Kalavasos village, Drapia, Zygi, and Mari) peaked at 2220 people in 1960 during an immigration influx with increasing production at the Vasilikos Copper mines (South 2014: 76). South (2014: 76) suggests that the first census carried out by the British in 1881 of 936 people may be the most representative sustainable population for a basic farming economy. The conclusion of this work suggests the urban population of LBA K-AD totals 100%-150% the population of the agricultural villages Kalavasos, Drapia, Zygi and Mari combined, a considerable consolidation of a single community.

This chapter looked at the known changes in socio-economics, administration and interregional trade that appeared on Cyprus in the LBA with the appearance of a kingly state known as Alašiya. The site of K-AD reflects these changes very closely. Although the prestige and power attributed to Alašiya stems from its control over copper resources confirming K-AD specifically engaged in the trade is not essential to further out study on craft specialization. K-AD demonstrates the general trend of a socio-economic system becoming more complex and population growth in an urban center (see section 2.6).

2.5 Vasilikos Valley Project: Settlement Dynamics in the Vasilikos Valley (Cyprus) from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic – Late Cypriot IIC
A comprehensive study by the Vasilikos Valley Project led to the documentation of over 135 sites from the modern Vasilikos dam to the Mediterranean coast (Figure 5; Todd 2004: 51), reflecting an occupation history that goes back to the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B, as attested by the site of Kalavasos-Tenta (South 1995; South and Todd 1997).

Figure 5. Vasilikos dam, valley and surrounding regions. Credit: Todd and South 1992.
2.5.1 Neolithic Kalavasos-Tenta

The Pre-Pottery Neolithic B village site of Kalavasos-Tenta sits atop a slight prominence in a commanding position over the landscape approximately 100m north of K-AD (Figure 6). It is pertinent to this thesis for providing a sample of plaster surfaces with which to contrast the LBA K-AD materials.

Figure 6. Pithos Hall. Kalavasos-Tenta located in the top center underneath the white tent. Credit: Author’s image.

*Tenta* dates from approximately 8400 to 5600 cal BCE, a range of ca. 2500-3100 years covering five periods of occupation (Manning 2013 in Knapp 2013a: 504-505, 524-525). The site consists of a palimpsest of circular and oval housing units, most of which
are located within the circumference of a defensive wall and ditch (South 1995). The houses were constructed using mudbrick and uncut stones, which were held together with mortar. Surfaces were coated with among the oldest plaster on Cyprus (Philokyprou 2012: 172). The excavation of the superimposed central structures S.14, S.17 and S.36 revealed the only two red coloured plaster floors at Tenta among many white ones. These red floors appear once in S.17 and once in S.36 and are a significant find. For a detailed discussion of Kalavasos-Tenta see the research of Todd (1987, 1998, 2001). Kalavasos-Tenta offers a point-of-comparison between plaster traditions of the Neolithic and LBA periods, i.e. a contrast of pre-urban and urban contexts. The fact that the two sites are located in the same geographic and ecological setting is important theoretically the same physical resources would have been available to both populations. As such, it should follow that any distinctions in the manner in which these sites’ plasters were manufactured and used should reflect distinct socio-political/cultural traditions, rather than differences in resource availability.

2.6 Late Cypriot II Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios

In this section the Vasilikos Valley Project’s excavations and findings at K-AD will be outlined. First, a general overview of K-AD will be given followed by the specific mentions of Area 152 (section 2.6.1) and the rest of the monumental complex of Building X that were sampled for this research project (section 2.6.2).

In 1976 Dr. Ian Todd of Brandeis University and director of the Vasilikos Valley Project began conducting archaeological survey in southern Cyprus along the Vasilikos River where the modern village of Kalavasos sits (South 1995: 187). The LC IIA-IIC site
of K-AD (South 1997: 171-173) was excavated between the years 1979 and 1998 as part of the Vasilikos Valley Project (Fisher and Manning in press). K-AD’s earliest levels of occupation appear in localized areas, such as tombs in the Northeast Area that date from the LCIIA:1 period (South 1997: 171). After reaching the zenith of its influence in the 13th century BCE K-AD was peacefully abandoned (South 1984b: 14; Todd and South 1992: 195), with evidence of Building X being, at some point, destroyed by fire (South 1984a: 22-23, 1988: 225; Todd and South 1992: 195).

Surface survey carried out by the Vasilikos Valley Project indicates a total size of 10-11.5ha for K-AD (Figure 7, South 1984b: 11, 1991: 131; Todd and South 1992: 195). This figure has since (South 2012) been revised to a minimum site size of 8.5ha and a maximum of 11.5ha, reflecting the acknowledgement that although surface finds suggest the maximum extent could well be along the dashed and dotted line seen above (Figure 7) there has of yet been not concrete evidence of LBA structures across the entire suggested site area (South 2014: 69-72). The monumental structure of Building X, its surrounding structures, and the Southeast Area were nearly completely excavated by the Vasilikos Valley Project with many of the excavated materials having since been stored in a facility, nicknamed “the quarry,” for temporary curation and future study in Kalavasos. The Northeast and Southeast excavation areas were enclosed by a fence and left open to the elements (i.e. sun, wind rain, local biology). These natural processes may have contributed to the present degraded state of many surfaces and must be taken into account when analyzing in-situ materials.
Figure 7. The extent of K-AD based on surface finds and location of the A1 motorway. Credit: Alison South and Team (creator), Kevin Fisher (editor).
Excavations of K-AD began in 1979 and followed the planned construction route of the A1 highway from Nicosia to Limassol (South 1997: 151). The construction of the highway commenced the following year in 1980 putting an end to excavations along its path (South 1984a). From 1980 Todd, South, and members of the Vasilikos Valley Project opened excavations to the south and north of the construction path, revealing parts of a large Bronze Age settlement on both sides (e.g. South 1984a). The Southeast Area revealed several rooms floored with plaster and pebble-surfaced road (South 1982). Subsequent excavations in the Northeast Area, Central Area, and West Areas uncovered more rooms and another section of a road (Northeast Area) with all architecture on the same set orientation, suggesting K-AD was constructed on a plan (South 1984a: 12-13; Todd and South 1992: 195).

Excavations of K-AD during the mid to late 1980’s focused on the Northeast Area (Figure 8, Figure 9), located one kilometer north of the A1 Motorway. Building X (ten) is interpreted as a massive court-centered administrative building, a product of its size, use of ashlar masonry, storage capacity and overall structure (South 1988: 228, 1997: 151), and sits on the northeastern edge of K-AD (South and Todd 1997; Fisher 2009a). It is among the earliest monumental structures on Cyprus, along with structures at nearby Maroni, both of which were the first to use ashlar masonry (Philokyprou 2011: 39).

Building X was central to this research project, the study analyzing a number of plaster samples from the structure (Figure 9). A basic premise in these analyses was that following long-standing arguments concerning the correlation between urbanism, elites and craft specialists, it might follow that distinctions would have existed in the kind of
plaster employed in (elite) Building X, compared to some of the more quotidian structures within the community. Such distinctions have already been noted with regard to Building X’s size, architectural elaboration, raw materials, and energy expenditure; can differences in plastering traditions also be documented?

Building X was excavated to LCIIC levels in the 1980’s and then expanded to uncover most of the structure through the early 1990’s (South 1997). Building X is believed to have originally been two-storied on the basis of the staircase located to the west of the main south-facing entrance, the structure’s fortuitous architecture, and pillar foundation stones in the central court (South 1984a: 14, 1984b: 15, Fisher 2009a). The structure is square and measures 30.5m × 30.5m. It was partially constructed with dressed stone ashlar masonry, i.e. hand cut and prepared stones with flat surfaces that are laid without mortar binding.

LBA architects used a wide variety of raw materials in the construction of K-AD in general, and Building X specifically. Cut sparitic gypsum slabs, or gyphomarmara (Philokyprou 2012), were used for pillar bases in Area 152 and used in the foundations of parts of the northern and eastern enclosure walls; rounded river or beach pebbles of ophiolite origin were used to make pebble floors; and limestone was used in its raw form as pillar bases and building stones for walls.

Sandstone was quarried from the local sedimentary deposit known as the Pachna formation (Philokyprou 2011), most likely from the nearby modern village of Tochni (South 1997: 154). Ashlar masonry reflects a change in social organization where previously unseen construction materials are sought out from specific locations (South
1984a, Philokyprou 2011). Instead of picking up conveniently shaped stones for rubble walls the sandstone had to be quarried, transported, flattened and finished. Alongside a quantifiable rise in the number of “elite” ceramic, stone and metallic objects found at K-AD (South 1984a, 1997) the unequal distribution of these materials, and the greater-than-normal elaboration and expenditure of energy required by this building (South 1984a, 1997; South and Russell 1993), reinforces the theory that (a) we are dealing with a stratified social structure at K-AD, and that (b) Building X is a socio-economically important building.

Use of the area of K-AD before the current monumental LCIIC layers have been dated to the LCIIA:1 period (South 1997: 171). Numerous graves (see South 1997) have been excavated both within and surrounding Building X since 1979. Notably, tombs 11, 13 and 14 appear to have been integrated within the monumental complex of K-AD having been kept visible along the roadway with four stone corner markers. All three of these tombs contain elite individuals and the tombs date from the LC IIA:2/IIB (tomb 11) to the LC IIB/IIC (South 1997: 171). Tombs 11, 13 and 14 are located next to a pre-LCIIC stone wall S.450 (South 1988, 1997). The incorporation of these graves into the construction of LCIIC layers suggests that these tombs were of known individuals to LCIIC inhabitants and the high socioeconomic status of the individuals suggests their incorporation is intentional and a possible means to legitimize authority (South 1997: 171). For a description of the tombs at K-AD see South (1997: 159-171).

2.6.1 The Pithos Hall, Area 152
Area 152 is the largest room in Building X (19×7.5m, Todd and South 1992: 195; Figure 6) and is among the reasons Building X is believed to be an administrative center (South 1988: 228, 1997: 151). The excavation of Area 152 revealed dozens of smashed ceramic storage vessels (pithoi) leading to its alternative name the “Pithos Hall,” (South 1984a: 22, 1988: 225, 1997: 154). It is estimated that originally some 50 pithoi would have been stored in Area 152 alone, including six subterranean vessels (South 1988: 225, 1995: 194; Todd and South 1992: 195), one of which was excavated from the center of the room the Vasilikos Valley Project team leaving a large hole with a visible profile of the floor stratigraphy in the middle of the room. When the Pithos Hall and the smaller storage magazine to the north, Area 161, are viewed together the storage capacity Building X is estimated to have been a minimum of 50,000 liters (South 1995: 194). Gas chromatography revealed the vessel bases had been in contact with olive oil (South 1991: 132, 1995: 194) leading South and Todd to suggest the primary happenings in the LCIIC at Building X were the production and centralized storage of olive oil (South 1992: 144).

The Pithos Hall was constructed with ashlar wall based and a second layer of (Roman-robbed) orthostats on its western and southern edge (South 1984a: 22, 1988: 225). There is a partial mudbrick separation wall in the south-central area of the room between the two western rows of pithoi stands and the central ashlar pillars. Four plaster coated pisé (pressed mud) steps are on the north wall, deteriorating from exposure to the wind and rain since being excavated two decades ago (Figure 8).

Finally there are three reconstructed ashlar pillars on cut sparitic gypsum bases. There were six ashlar pillars that supported a wooden roof, as suggested by the spacing of
the present gypsum bases and the wood charcoal that was found during the original excavations (South 1984: 22-23, 1988: 225). There are also three pits, one in the northeast corner of the Pithos Hall, one in the center (Figure 6, center), and a smaller third in the southwest corner. This pithos was approximately 1.8m in height and during the excavation of this pithos the project discovered an earlier plaster floor that had been cut through by the LCIIC people in order to set this pithos in place (South 1997: 154).

The earlier constructed plaster floor in the Pithos Hall, was one numerous earlier occupation levels found at K-AD since 1992; most of the site as we see it today was (re)constructed in the LCIIC period (South 1997: 155). The orientation of the previous
layer in the Pithos Hall was exactly, or very nearly exactly aligned to the LCIIC level (South 1997: 155). The excavation pit in the center of the floor revealed a sandstone pillar base stone atop of which a gypsum pillar base was set, which is visible on the current surface of the Pithos Hall, suggesting that the previous room had a very similar construction. The two floors visible in the Pithos Hall profile appear, to the naked eye, to have been constructed following a similar procedure including the application of a red sediment layer underneath the thick plaster surface layer.

Given the importance of this room as the central storage space for wealth, and the large exposed floor profile in the middle of the room, it made sense to collect numerous plaster samples from the Pithos Hall. A 350mm micromorphological column sequence was taken from the central hole (KAD15-MM21) in order to study the floor construction process and the constituent materials. At least two floor construction phases were apparent from the profile, and each floor was considerably thick. Sample KAD15-PG13, a plaster-like chip, was taken from the base of a pithos stone base as the relationship between the current surface and the original surface is unknown (the original surface may have eroded). The pithos stone bases, however, would have preserved the original surface very well into the modern day.

Inside the Pithos Hall there were also plaster-covered steps that were along the north wall and to the west of the doorway. Sample KAD15-MM22 was taken from these steps to compare this thin plaster with the drain plasters and the fine floor uncovered in Unit 3 (Figure 9).
2.6.2 Other areas within Building X

Area 161 (Appendix Image 45), to the north of the Pithos Hall, is the second largest storage area within the monumental complex at K-AD and has a similar arrangement of pithoi stands. Following Area 152 this area also has the remains of an interior, central mudbrick wall (Appendix Image 45). Area 161 has a pebble floor and was sample as KAD15-MM23.

Area 176 (Appendix Image 45) is located between the Pithos Hall and Area 161 (Appendix Image 45) and has a sloping pebbled floor that tilts downward toward the east, ending with a large robber’s trench that likely housed a sandstone basin in antiquity (South 1997: 154). The floor’s history of construction is divided into two phases. The first was prepared by laying flat, irregular stones on an earthen surface (original floor). The second phase was prepared by covering the flat stones with a mudbrick-like/pisé earthen mixture approximately 10cm thick then applying a capping of plaster/pebbled mixture (South 1997: 154). A tilted, durable plaster floor ending with a large basin suggests this room was for processing and collecting olive oil. An in-situ sandstone basin of similar size to the robber’s trench in Area 176 was discovered in Building XI to the west of Building X (South 1992: 135-139, 1997: 154). Area 176 was not sampled.

The eastern side of Building X is composed of a N-S corridor (A.158) (Appendix Image 45) from which six rooms are accessible (A.169-174, inclusive). These rooms are relatively small, approximately 3×4m each and separated by stonewall; the southernmost room is largest of the six at 3×5m. The corridor connecting the rooms were excavated in sections labeled Area 158A, B, and C from north to south. At the northeast end of Area
158A a preserved section of surfaces is visible that alternates between carbonate-based and pebbled, in total approximately 30cm thick. The floor composition at this northern extremity is smoothed plaster while the surfaces for the six rooms and the corridor are variably pebbled and eroded. At the northern extreme of this corridor (Area 158A) a block sample was taken, KAD15-MM25, of a pebble floor sandwiched between two calcite layers. Samples –PG08a and –PG08b were retrieved from the storage facility and originally come from the well located in Area 174.

2.7 KAMBE Excavations

The KAMBE Project held two field seasons in 2008 and 2010 at K-AD and Maroni-Vournes, –Tsaroukkas, and –Aspres under the co-directorship of Kevin D. Fisher, Sturt W. Manning, and Michael Rogers (Fisher et al. in press for details). The KAMBE project’s mission was to “investigate the relationships between architecture, social interaction and social change” that accompanied the first transition to urban life on Cyprus (Fisher et al. in press) by conducting high-resolution scientific and spatial analyses at the aforementioned sites (see Manning et al. 2014 for details on Maroni). Preliminary survey at K-AD included the use of geophysical magnetometry, resistivity and ground penetrating radar (GPR) (see Urban et al. 2014, Fisher and Manning in press). Drone-assisted photogrammetry and 3-D modeling were employed to create spatial plans (Fisher and Manning in press). Further survey has compiled a collection of GPR data across much of the 10-11.5ha site that lies north of the highway (Fisher and Manning in press) allowing a highly accurate plan of the site to be mapped effectively without complete excavation, reducing costs and preserving archaeological material.
Limited excavations were carried out following remote mapping for a more detailed investigations into the built environment at K-AD. The excavations provided new surfaces from antiquity in contrast to the material that has been exposed to the elements since the Vasilikos Valley Project excavations in the 1980’s and 1990’s. In 2012 a 3×10m trench was opened to the south of Building X and was called Unit 3 (Figure 9). It was widened a meter on either side to 5×10m in the 2015 field season. The Unit 3 excavations revealed another section of the main N-S plaster road, several dividing stone walls, Roman-age robber trenches, a room with an extremely hard fine plaster floor that continues up the walls, and a thick plaster surface on the eastern end (Fisher and Manning in press). Unit 7 was excavated in a similar manner with a 2015 extension and is located on the west side on the monumental complex (Fisher and Manning in press).

Work by Fisher (e.g. 2009a, 2009b) sought to assess the role the monumental structure played in facilitating social interaction by freely allowing or restricting access to different areas within a structure. Fisher assessed the placement of ashlar masonry within doorways and the connections between rooms within the monumental Building X in an access and threshold analysis (Fisher 2009a). By considering “thresholds” throughout Building X marked by two small ashlar stones and their relationship with access “depth” Fisher viewed the structure as having been constructed with a set purpose of facilitating interactions centrally within the site of K-AD in this newly urban society (Fisher 2009a, 2009b). Using this analysis some areas could be considered more “public” and others more “private,” with respective levels of social dialogue taking place in their respective areas. Fisher’s analysis has implications for the construction of plaster floors and walls.
between rooms and structures when we consider that plaster technology recipes vary as a result of human choice and not access to raw materials (Love 2011: 142). K-AD’s construction is evidence of the intentional design to construct an urban site and an elite complex from the uniform grid that connects the site to the ashlar base stones found at the base of supporting walls. The analysis of plaster recipes can speak to the relationship between the social processes of using plaster and the resources that went into creating that plaster.
3. Technical traditions in the context of urbanization / ‘social complexity’

In this chapter I will offer a cross-cultural literature review as to how scholars have considered the relationship between mundane crafts (specifically geological technologies) and complex socioeconomic structures. Specifically I engage with the viewpoint that these crafts are not simply “mundane” but rather they are technologies created by people who were living, innovating and embracing their specific craft while being influenced by their surroundings, histories and ontologies (Dobres 2010: 103-110). These technical traditions, and specifically plaster in regard to this thesis, are traditions with intentional designs that are steeped in history, socially produced and socially imbued.

Advances have been made in establishing theoretical frameworks that link the relatively large and historically overlooked assemblages of earthen construction materials to social processes. Research has typically tended to focus on a specific set of earthen technology, i.e. plasters or mudbrick, but not both at once, not least because the size of the assemblages involved. Some of these new earthen technologies include sediments (Pauketat and Alt 2005; Jusseret 2010; Bauer in press), mudbricks (Matthews 2005; Love 2011, 2013a, 2013b) and plasters (Theodoridou et al. 2013; Turco et al. 2016). Microscopic analysis and chemical techniques that go beyond visual assessment (following Wright 1992, in Turco et al. 2016) have been employed within theoretically informed research projects (e.g. Bauer in press; Pauketat and Alt 2005). New theoretical perspectives attempt to demonstrate earthen-based materials are encultured resources,
made by individuals who have a living history behind them influencing their work from which their society and social practices can been interpreted (Dobres 2010; Love 2011). In the same way, synchronic and diachronic variation can be accessed from these architectural technologies (Pauketat and Alt 2005; Dobres 2010).

Earthen construction materials are distinct from other commonly researched artifact assemblages because they are immobile features of construction and architecture (as opposed to ceramics or lithics; i.e. transportable artifacts). It has been argued previously that architecture plays a fundamental role in the creation of social identities and boundaries, and that a change in architecture will have a direct effect on the people living in its midst (Wilson 1988). The design is not the only social function of space, however, as the unseen design components hidden behind the walls or under the floor surface can convey cultural-social meaning through a network of shared knowledge in the community, much like how we all know a church that has been consecrated is spiritually imbued with meaning that would not be afforded to a building that simply looks like a church.

Love (2013b) has argued that variation in mudbrick technology at Çatalhöyük is directly reflective of variation in social identity despite the mudbricks being subsequently covered with plaster and remaining unseen. Love (2013a) suggests this earth-based material culture is reflective of human behaviour and can be used as indices of the relationship between people and their social environment. Love (2011) related irregularities in mudbrick composition to individual households, and that these distinct recipes reflected specific choices and traditions of particular social groups at Çatalhöyük,
rather than being a reflection of differential access to sedimentary raw materials around the site. Her analysis revealed that mudbrick composition varied more between houses than within a single house indicating small-scale, household manufacture with a large degree of individual variation across the site. Individuals constructed their own homes. Both the process of manufacture (Love 2013b) and the subsequently created social spaces (Wilson 1988) are linked closely to the creation, maintenance and expression of social identity.

A theoretical underpinning of this thesis is the claim that technological traditions can be linked to social identity and social processes through people and their *habitus*. They are dynamic processes with which individuals engage and redefine through active practice (Bourdieu 1977; Bauer in press). Craftspeople are guided by their respective histories, training and social obligations to complete a task appropriately, while simultaneously being capable of making their own decisions, all of which leads to variability between individual and/or group technical traditions. Sackett (1990) refers to the intra-ethnic range in material culture style among same-function objects as ‘isochrestic variation,’ (Dietler and Herbich 1998, Sackett 1990 in Dietler and Herbich 1998). Each event of creation, therefore, is an active event by which the crafts-person uses their unique history to manufacture their craft (Dobres 2010: 103). Additional considerations arise when within the monumental center of an urban city tonnes of plaster are being laid. The crafts-person is now engaging with profound social changes that accompany construction in a city. The nature of the event, the private/public format, the crafts-person’s personal histories and the directed purpose of creating all influence the
final outcome leaving each event a unique act of creation. The consideration of each event as unique moment where traditions are created and altered relinquishes the need for an explanation of who harbors the knowledge of plaster manufacturing techniques before an innovation is made, such as is the case with construction in an urban area that requires an industry on an industrial scale. Rather than following a set written recipe for each specific purpose a shared knowledge of the historic practices involving plaster technology can be innovated upon in order to meet the challenge of monumentalizing a city center in what can be seen as a “mutual becoming” of craftsperson and craft (Dobres 2010: 108). Likewise, each event can inform the subsequent projects from a floor surface to a road, and so forth, following the theory of practice (e.g. Bordieu 1977; Dobres 2010).

Earthen-based archaeological remains have been studied following the theory of practice to explore the human condition. These materials are situated in secured provenience and function (i.e. as construction materials) in contrast to portable ceramics, and can often constitute a considerable percentage of the material record and one that has rarely been maximized with regard to its interpretive potential. Plaster and mudbrick are recipe-based materials that have been shown to vary with individual manufacturing rather than the availability of materials. The continuous interaction between human and non-human social actors is the mechanism for both change within the material record and also the stage for conservative dispositions to be renegotiated and readopted. Settlement aggregation is a process that brings groups together and can increase the variability of interactions that can take place between individuals of different dispositions. The possibility for an individual to alter a technology by diffusion, emulation, innovation, or
otherwise, therefore increases, however, individual change of materials through practice remains the mechanism for change.

The use of plaster at K-AD within the monumental complex of Building X is suggested to be of the highest quality. Alongside calcareous sandstone ashlar blocks, open-court architecture and construction on a monumental scale (thick walls, second story, non-residential structure) it is suggested that high-quality components used in the construction of Building X were key elements in creating and reinforcing space for the negotiation of social roles and were specifically selected for this purpose (Fisher 2009a). Plaster itself has not historically been a material used to study social dynamics at archaeological sites. Previous researchers have preferred objects that could be studied visually, such as ceramics, architectural plans and grave goods. The accessibility of petrographic techniques, however, opens the door for the analysis of this technology in one of the first studies of its kind on Cyprus. This thesis asks the question: ‘did plaster technology changes over time and across different social spaces at K-AD, according to the dialectic relationship of population density, socioeconomics and craft specialization?’
4. Plaster Chemistry and Identification

In this chapter I first define plaster and then offer a literature review on studies that have enabled the successful identification of plasters in antiquity using micromorphology and FT-IR, i.e. the two analytical techniques employed in this thesis.

“Plaster” is used in this thesis exclusively to refer to lime plaster, a hard, white material that is the product of the lime (Ca(OH)$_2(aq)$) reacting with atmospheric carbon dioxide to form micritic calcite (CaCO$_3$). Lime dries to form a hard protective surface. This thesis also deals with gypsum plaster, also known as plaster of Paris, a similar yet functionally softer product that is produced through the hydration of dehydrated gypsum. Lime and gypsum plasters are common materials familiar to most people in their everyday lives. The plastered white walls of homes in Guatemala or Greece (lime), the artistic surface of a fresco painting (lime), intricate stucco crown molding (lime) and medical casts holding together broken bones (gypsum) are examples of some of the common modern uses of plaster.

In her original excavation reports South (1997: 155) uses “the term ‘plaster’ to refer to a variety of materials, mostly used for floors, including the type of thick white floors made from what appears to be pulverized chalk.” This definition is helpful when attempting to visualize the site of K-AD from a written or spoken source but it is too broad for the current study; one aim of my study has been to generate a more detailed characterization of the plasters being produced and employed by this LBA community. Wherever there is plaster on the ground, specifically, we can identify a created floor, not
a “simple” surface that was merely used as a floor. This is an important distinction to recognize the engineering and technology behind these intentionally created surfaces.

To make plaster one has to crush and thermally reduce the parent material: either calcium carbonate (e.g. limestone, chalk, marl, havara) or calcium sulphate (e.g. gypsum). During the firing process the parent material undergoes chemical and structural transformations. The resulting powdery material is then mixed with water to create a paste that will crystalize back into the parent rock. The chemical reaction for lime plaster is as follows:

1. Calcination (burning): \[ \text{CaCO}_3(s) + \text{heat} \rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2(g) \]
2. Slaking (mixing with water): \[ \text{CaO}(s) + \text{H}_2\text{O}(l) \rightarrow \text{Ca(OH)}_2(aq) + \text{heat} \]
3. Setting (turning back into stone): \[ \text{Ca(OH)}_2(aq) + \text{CO}_2(g) \rightarrow \text{CaCO}_3(s) + \text{H}_2\text{O}(g) + \text{heat} \]

The reaction of gypsum plaster, or plaster of Paris, is very similar:

1. Dehydration (burning): \[ \text{CaSO}_4(s) \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{heat} \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4(s) \cdot 0.5\text{H}_2\text{O} + 1.5\text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \]
2. Hydration (mixing with water): \[ \text{CaSO}_4(s) \cdot 0.5\text{H}_2\text{O} + 1.5\text{H}_2\text{O}(l) \rightarrow \text{CaSO}_4(s) \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{heat} \]

Legend: (s)=solid, (l)=liquid, (aq)=aqueous, (g)=gas, heat=energy

In both reactions the “daughter” material has the same chemical formula as the “parent” source. Concrete is an innovation on this ancient tradition and is used today in lieu of plaster for the same reason lime plaster is used over gypsum plaster; the resulting material is more resilient, upon setting, to chemical and physical weathering (Kingery et al. 1988; Philokyprou 2012). To compare their hardness, gypsum is the defining material
for a value of “2” on the relative Mohs mineral hardness scale while calcite, a polymorph of calcium carbonate, is coincidentally the defining material for a value of “3.”

Another key difference between gypsum and lime plasters is the amount of energy required during firing for dehydration and calcination to occur, respectively. Gypsum requires a heat source at a minimum of 100-190°C to drive off the chemically bound water molecules (Kingery et al. 1988; Philokyprou 2012). Calcium carbonate, on the other hand, requires a temperature greater than 800°C for calcination to take place (Karkanas 2007, Philokyprou 2012). The additional thermal energy and technical knowledge required to manufacture lime plaster makes it more energetically expensive than gypsum plaster (Kingery et al. 1988). There are significant additional resources required in the creation of lime plaster, for example, to crush and prepare the harder rock, in maintaining a longer and hotter burn, and the greater investment of time during the setting process. There are necessary considerations to make when choosing what kind of plaster to use. Gypsum plaster requires much less fuel than lime plaster to manufacture and is quicker to produce but it would yield a physically and chemically inferior product. Lime plaster requires more energy to produce but in the end provides a lower maintenance, more durable surface than gypsum plaster.

Prehistoric plaster use on Cyprus has recently been thoroughly researched by Philokyprou (2012). Use of the substance for floors and walls coincides with some of the first permanent settlements on the island, an unsurprising correlation according to Philokyprou (2012: 172) because plaster technology was already a common part of the construction practices of Central Anatolia and the Near East before the first permanent
settlements on Cyprus arose in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic. Philokyprou (2012: 173) also summarizes a consistent trend across Mediterranean-Near Eastern regions, and especially within individual sites, of societies having a strict preference for lime-based or gypsum-centered plasters from the Neolithic period through the LBA. Populations of the Aegean, Anatolia, and the Levant all had lime-based plaster traditions, suggesting the plaster on Cyprus should also be lime-based (Philokyprou 2012). This hypothesis was confirmed by Philokyprou, as far as post-Neolithic sites were concerned, which came at a bit of a surprise considering the abundance of easily accessible gypsum deposits scattered throughout the island. Cyprus has abundant deposits of both limestone and gypsum that are many meters thick (Orszag-Sperber et al. 2009; Rouchy et al. 2001) and both limestone and gypsum rocks were used at K-AD as raw building materials (South 1984a: 19, 1988: 225; 1997: 155; Philokyprou 1998). According to Philokyprou (2012), however, the likelihood of finding both lime- and gypsum-based plasters at one site is unlikely as Cypriots from the Chalcolithic period onward followed a tradition of choosing lime plaster. In other words, plaster production at K-AD should be viewed as primarily in terms of conscious design and tradition, rather than of environmental determinism.

With the addition of what are known as “pozzolanic” materials lime plaster can be transformed into hydraulic plaster. Pozzolanic materials are those whose active silicate particles react with lime in the presence of water, creating what is known as hydraulic plaster or plasters that have hydraulic properties. Natural pozzolans (i.e. volcanic ash) are differentiated from so-called artificial pozzolans. Where there is an absence of their
volcanic counterparts, such as is the case on Cyprus, fired ceramics can be crushed and used as artificial pozzolans (Theodordou et al. 2013).

Hydraulic plaster, when compared to pure lime plaster, is more resistant to weathering. Hydraulic plasters incorporate liquid water as they set into a solid material and are able to harden under water. They bypass the need for carbon dioxide by using active silicates to react with lime to form calcium silicate in lieu of calcium carbonate (Philokyprou 2012). Pure lime plasters, on the other hand require atmospheric carbon dioxide to set into a solid and will dissolve in water (Regev et al. 2010; Philokyprou 2012). Volcanic ash is a common form of natural pozzolanic material. The use of pozzolanic additions in lime plasters is rare before the Roman Period (Regev et al. 2010); however, previous research by Philokyprou has found evidence for the creation of hydraulic plaster at LBA K-AD (2012).

4.1 Identification and Analysis of Plaster

The identification of pyrogenic lime and gypsum plasters is outlined below. Methods employed for microscopic analysis (4.1.1) are explained separately from a detailed overview of FT-IR techniques (4.1.2).

4.1.1 Identification and Analysis of Plaster Using Optical Microscopy (Petrography and Soil Micromorphology)

Degraded anthropogenic plaster surfaces can look very similar to compacted carbonate surfaces. Indeed the mineralogy and chemical signature of lime plasters, in contrast to spectroscopic data, are indistinguishable from their parent raw materials, i.e. limestone (Karkanas 2007, Goshen et al. 2017) and so the question of differentiating
between the two materials is paramount. Petrography and soil micromorphology allow the description and assessment of microstructure and mineralogy concurrently and are found to be a reliable method of distinguishing between burnt lime calcite and compacted geogenic calcite (Karkanas 2007).

Petrography and soil micromorphology are based on the analysis of 30µm-thick thin sections. Samples are collected as intact blocks, dried in an oven and impregnated with a liquid transparent resin that sets into a solid. The impregnation preserves a sample’s internal morphology by replacing the air and voidspace with a transparent medium. The sample is then cut, mounted on a microscope slide, and polished for analysis. Thin section analyses have allowed researchers to assess a sample’s internal morphology, stratigraphic relationships between constituent materials and mineral crystal arrangements. Prehistoric plaster analysis using micromorphology has an established history that includes, but is not limited to the following studies. Goren and Goldberg’s (1991) analysis of plaster products at a variety of Neolithic sites in northern Israel that revealed a varied approach to manufacturing plaster within a limited site area. Karkanas (2006, 2007) studied Neolithic floor production and use of space in the Kouveleiki caves in Greece that revealing the division of space between an area with a trampled surface and another with a plaster surface. The microstructure and microstratigraphy of the trampled surface at the front of the cave was interpreted to be a seasonal pen for animals whereas areas with plaster surfaces were interpreted to be the main area for human habitation. Matthews et al. (1997) conducted a study on site formation processes that spanned three early urban sites in the Near East, Their study included lime plaster
surfaces among surfaces of non-pyrogenic origin, mortar, mudbrick obsidian and other artifact assemblages. The use of lime plaster was found to be not as common as pressed earth prepared floors and lime plaster use was restricted to unroofed settings. Goshen et al. (2017) studied surfaces at Middle Bronze Age Canaanite palace called Tel Kabri, Israel. They found lime plaster was limited in its application, being restricted to special buildings and that the lime plaster was applied in coats.

Pyrogenic lime plaster can be identified by microscopy, in part, by determining the presence of portlandite (crystallized calcium hydroxide), the absence of foraminifera (fossils), the abundance of micritic calcite, and the presence of shrinkage fissures (Kingery et al. 1988; Karkanas 2007). Gypsum plaster can be identified by the unique appearance of orderly arranged gypsum crystals when viewed between two light polarizers set at right-angles to each other known as “cross-polarized light” (XPL, see section 5.3 for details), in contrast to the random arrangement of crystals found in natural gypsum rock (Philokyprou 2012). Thermal alteration of calcite can more robustly be determined from fabric (see section 5.3) analysis (Karkanas 2007). Where optical microscopy cannot determine the origin of calcite deposits, FT-IR peak ratios, as outlined by Chu et al. (2008), can be employed to determine if the material has been thermally altered.

Philokyprou’s research (2012) was the first comprehensive study of early pyrotechnology on Cyprus and among the first to use laboratory analysis on prehistoric Cypriot plasters, spanning the Neolithic to the end of the LBA. Their methodologies included on-site observation, on-site testing of mechanical strength, laboratory chemical
analysis and select SEM (scanning electron microscope) analysis to define the composition of plasters (Philokyprou 2012). Philokyprou found there was an association between physical properties and chemical composition; the surfaces that appeared friable and crumbly materials were mud-based mortars while physically tough floor surfaces were lime plaster (Philokyprou 2012). The pyrogenic component of the plasters had been mixed with aggregates, to extend and strengthen the material (Philokyprou 2012). The addition of aggregates is necessary to strengthen the resulting plaster, but it also allows the pyrogenic component of the technology to be extended over a greater volume (Kingery et al. 1988, Karkanas 2007).

4.1.2 The Identification and Analysis of Plaster Using FT-IR

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) is an expedient method of ascertaining a pyrogenic origin of the calcite composing the lime plaster while micromorphology is the best means of studying the plaster’s composition or recipe (Goshen et al. 2017). Chu et al. (2008) and Regev et al. (2010) have employed the use of FT-IR to differentiate pyrogenic calcite from geological calcite when testing archaeological surfaces with much success. Their method, provided in more detail below (section 5.4) involves measuring the intensity ratio between absorption peak values of calcite on an FT-IR spectrum. Goshen et al. (2017) approached the issue of researching the use of plaster technology at Tel Kabri with both micromorphology and FT-IR used in conjunction.
5. Samples, Materials and Methods

In this chapter the sampling strategy is outlined (5.1) followed by sample collection and sample processing (5.2). The two methods of analyses, soil micromorphology (5.3) and FT-IR spectroscopy (5.4), are then described. For full scans of all thin sections used in this study, see Appendix Images 5-43.

5.1 Sampling strategy

In 2015 Dr. Francesco Berna and the author, Peter Wallace, collected earthen-based samples at K-AD (Figure 9). Collected materials were assessed and collected with the helpful guidance of KAMBE project directors Kevin Fisher and Sturt Manning. Archaeological samples were collected in-situ from the excavated monumental complex in the Northeast Area and from Units 3 and 7 that were undergoing excavation. Additional samples from previous excavations were collected from a long-term storage facility.

Sampling was guided by an understanding of what would be required to create a suitable collection for a study project and was limited by our capabilities to sample all the necessary material in time. For example, the main N-S road located within the “monumental” northeast area and uncovered in Unit 3 is a visually homogenous (Appendix Images 11-13), 200mm thick layer of coarse white plaster that has an irregular and undulating surface. Meanwhile, also in Unit 3, a structure next to the N-S road has a thin 8mm plaster floor that is carried up the wall (a moderately common occurrence in Cyprus [Philokyprou 2012: 179]) and is also visually homogenous (Appendix Image 14, 15, and 43). The plaster here is very tough, despite its thin composition and covers a soft
Figure 9. Provenience of thin section samples from K-AD. Credit: Alison South (creator), S Pak (reference images), the Author (editor). MM blocks are sampled in a column (e.g. Figure 10) while PG samples are usually smaller (e.g. Figure 17c).
calcareous ground matrix. These two plaster surfaces were sampled to get a better understanding of their individual characters and how they were best suited for their respective roles.

Our attention was also drawn to the main storage room, nicknamed the “Pithos Hall,” as the largest room in Building X (South 1997: 154). The Pithos Hall appeared to have a LCIIC-period floor constructed on top of an older floor. Both floors have a visually similar construction pattern with at least three constituent “steps” with as many visually identifiable layers creating two superimposed 150mm thick floors. With on-site observations alone it was clear the northeast areas of K-AD was constructed with a multiplicity of plaster traditions in use. The recipes for the plasters in the Pithos Hall appear to be selected for a particular function as they vary in thickness, composition and colour. A complete column sequence of the two floors was taken in three micromorphological blocks to have an intact series of strata in sequence for study (Appendix Images 16-22).

As a final example the Neolithic Kalavasos-*Tenta* samples will be mentioned. The author, Francesco Berna and Alison South visited the site to have a better understanding of ancient architecture on the LBA landscape (in its variable state of ruin) and also to witness the technical traditions that may have been passed down to the LBA people from the Neolithic Period as the Vasilikos Valley is one area on Cyprus with evidence of occupation from the Neolithic to the modern day (South 1995; South and Todd 1997). At Kalavasos-*Tenta* alternating red and white plaster flooring was observed with red plaster
on the surface. Two plaster samples (Appendix Images 41, 42) were taken from Tenta for a point-of-comparison study with the plaster at K-AD.

Micromorphological block samples were collected from Units 7 and 3, the only two areas undergoing current excavation in 2015, from areas within the main monumental complex currently enclosed by a fence in the northeast end of the site area, and from the storage facility that houses excavated material from the Vasilikos Valley Project excavations. FT-IR samples, rarely more than one gram of loose material, were collected in small bags from all areas of the site and surrounding area. In total over 180 unique samples including 138 loose sediment samples for FT-IR analysis were collected.

Following the field season work was done to identify all the materials pertinent to this thesis. It was decided that the study of plaster floors and walls provided more than enough material for a thesis.

5.2 Collecting and Processing Samples

In order to assess the relationship between urban organization and construction practices at K-AD in the Late Cypriot IIC period thirty-seven petrographic thin sections of archaeological surfaces were prepared from fourteen distinct locations at K-AD (Figure 9, Appendix Images 5-40, 43). Archaeological samples were collected from their original context at K-AD in intact, oriented blocks (Figures 10-12) following standard micromorphological procedure (e.g. Karkanas and Efstratiou 2009; Matthews 2010). Additional plaster samples collected during the 1979-1990’s excavations (South 1980, 1984a) were also retrieved from a long-term storage facility to be processed into thin sections. The collection and analysis of plaster samples from the Vasilikos Valley Project
excavations provided access to material that is no longer present on site. The complete excavation of areas within the monumental complex left no loose *in-situ* materials for field collection.

The internal morphology of samples is preserved during transportation from the site to the laboratory by wrapping them in plaster of Paris bandage to create a form-fitting hard cast. Samples were then tightly wrapped with packing tape to prevent any loose sediment from moving or pouring out. Each sample was labeled with the sample number, the top of the sample and a north arrow to indicate its original orientation (Figure 11, 12).

Figure 10. Front view of intact block sample KAD15-MM23, Area 161, before wrapping. Credit: Author’s image.
Figure 11. Front view of intact block sample KAD15-MM23, Area 161 wrapped in plaster of Paris. Credit: Author’s image.

Figure 12. Top view of intact block sample KAD15-MM23, Area 161, wrapped in plaster of Paris. Notice the narrow excavation of the back of the block sample. Credit: Author’s image.
Figure 13. Sample KAD15-MM15-1, the main N-S road, in a plastic container with packing in preparation for imbedding with polyester resin after drying it in an oven for two days. Credit: Author’s image.

Figure 14. Sample KAD15-MM14, Unit 7, Building XVI sondage, after imbedding and cutting. Five slides have been measured and will be processed into thin sections. Credit: Author’s image.
These samples were transported to Simon Fraser University where they were dried in an oven for a minimum of 48 hours at 50°C to remove all non-chemically bound water. The samples were impregnated in a plastic container (Figure 13) under vacuum with a polyester resin (Goren and Goldberg 1991). They were then sliced into 51×76 mm “tiles” and processed into 30µm thick petrographic thin sections by Quality Thin Section in Arizona, USA. Ten samples were cut into smaller, 25×45 mm “tiles” and processed in the same manner. The preparation procedures described here were executed under the supervision of Dr. Francesco Berna (e.g. Berna et al. 2012; Goldberg and Berna 2010) in the Geoarchaeology Lab at Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada.

In tandem with the petrographic thin sections loose sediment samples of plaster and reference geological samples were collected from K-AD for Fourier-transform infrared spectrographic analysis (FT-IR). The amount of sediment varied between light scrapings of 50mg to small pebbles several grams in weight. All of the sediment scrapings, despite being of relatively small abundance, provide enough material to be tested for consistency dozens of times if necessary (Berna et al. 2007; Albert et al. 2008).

5.3 Optical Microscopy (Petrography and Soil Micromorphology)

Soil Micromorphological analysis enables fabric studies and the identification of microstratigraphic units of intact, oriented archaeological samples. When analyzing petrographic thin sections identified changes in material constitutions designates a boundary between discrete fabrics. An identified fabric will most often be of self-similar constitution throughout, although some fabrics may have graded distributions. Neighboring fabrics will be visually distinct in composition and meet at a contact surface
that grade from clear to diffuse. Optical microscopy provides valuable tools in the study of recipe-based plaster technology by allowing composition and material distribution patterns to be analyzed concurrently. The procedure of micromorphological analysis is outlined in this section.

Micromorphological analysis was carried out in plane polarized light (PPL), and crossed polarized light (XPL) using a Leitz petrographic microscope equipped with 3.2× to 40× Zeiss lenses, a rotating stage, a gypsum 1λ-retardation filter. PPL is the default setting on a petrographic microscope and for most purposes does not have a noticeable effect on microscopic analysis. It consists of the microscope’s transmission lighting passing through a single polarizing filter restricting the transmission of light waves to a single vibrating plane perpendicular to the path of the light. XPL is a process where a sample is placed between two polarizing filters that are set at right angles to one another. Light exiting the initial polarizing filter is unable to pass through the second, orthogonally oriented filter effectively blocking all light from transmitting through the microscope. When a sample is placed between these two filters anisotropic material (e.g. quartz, Figure 15, Image F) bend the incoming light allowing it to pass through the second polarizer. The sample becomes illuminated to an observer looking through the microscope eyepiece. The rotation of the microscope stage can result in an array of colours (e.g. pyroxene, Figure 15, Image F and G) that change and disappear (become extinct) at regular intervals diagnostic to individual minerals, known as birefringence. The identification and analysis the birefringent patterns among the fine mass of a fabric
Figure 15. Example of microscopic analysis of thin section KAD15-PG05-1. A) Circled portion, in PPL, covers the border between the anisotropic calcite groundmass of sample KAD15-PG05-1 and the isotropic polyester resin. In comparison the corresponding region in Image F, in XPL, the upper polyester resin becomes extinct while the calcite becomes illuminated. B) Chamber void feature, in PPL. The region circled in orange can be compared with the same region in Image E, in XPL, the planar void becomes extinct, the micritic calcite slightly illuminates while the secondary calcite just below the circled area displays a brightly illuminated crystallitic b-fabric. C) Image of KAD15-PG05-1 in thin section, PPL. D) Image of KAD15-PG05-1 in thin section, XPL. E) See description of Image B. F) A comparison of the orange-circled region is found above in the write-up.
for Image A. A quartz grain and a pyroxene grain have been circled in yellow. Notice how their colours change when the microscope stage is rotated in Image G, also in XPL. G) See description of Image F. Credit: Author’s images.

are known as b-fabric. These properties of petrography and soil micromorphology and the following analyses follow Stoops (2003).

The soils at K-AD are diffusely carbonatic due to the abundance of marls and limestone across Cyprus, and in the Vasilikos Valley (Gomez et al. 2004) (see Appendix, Images 1-4). This situation makes distinguishing between the archaeological white-to-tan sediment layers difficult in the field. In the laboratory with the aid of magnification and controlled lighting undisturbed sediments and plasters can be discriminated into distinguishable layers (e.g. Karkanas and Efstratiou 2009). Petrographic samples were divided into any observed fabric units. The noted quantifiable changes in composition and the microscopic arrangement, or microstructure, between lateral spreads will shed light on preparation techniques and replastering events, some of which can be only millimeters thick (Matthews 2005; Philokyprou 2012). The surfaces observed in sequences will be measured for thickness and assessed for composition. Multiple surfaces superimposed on one another will be assessed for compositional consistency and inter-plaster (preparation) deposits.

A coarse/fine limit set for all samples at 2µm. This measure is a ratio of material larger and smaller than a set limit. In this case the limit is set at 2 µm, the approximate limit of resolving a fine silt particle under a petrographic microscope. With this measure all resolvable particles are larger than clay.
Individual material abundances were recorded for materials that composed at least 10% of a unit in thin section. Materials that did not meet this threshold were recorded as trace amounts.

Slides were assessed for the presence and amount of CaCO$_3$ (calcite) or CaSO$_4$ (gypsum) optically. Pyrogenic calcite is a grey mass of unresolvable micritic crystals in PPL and XPL. Sections of the grey mass may contain or be bordered by larger calcite crystals that display a crystallitic b-fabric in XPL. Unreacted calcite in the form of limestone appears as larger, blocky crystals, while unreacted chalk is composed of tiny calcite shells in a close packing arrangement. Gypsum plaster, on the other hand, forms resolvable but short needle-like spars when viewed in XPL (e.g. Philokyprou 2012). The interference colours of gypsum spars under cross-polarization are also of a lower-order magnitude (grey and white) than calcite of any size, which displays a greater range of interference colours (yellows and pinks) making the two easily and quickly distinguishable (Stoops 2003).

Identified calcite abundances are differentiated according to the abundance of micritic calcite. The micritic, burnt and reacted calcite component represents a different level of socioeconomic technology use than crushed and unreacted carbonates. Higher-quality plasters are expected to derive from fully reacted lime, which is more costly to produce than plasters that have aggregates to extend the range of the cementing component. The terms “robustness” and “fineness” will be used to reflect a plaster’s comparative durability and percentage of micritic components, respectively.
Minor aggregate components will also be recorded. This information will be used to hypothesize about potential recipes of manufacture at K-AD. Minor inclusions can also be applied to sourcing studies, for example, Anderson et al. (2014) distinguished between softlime sources based on the inclusion of clay particles in the analyzed plaster. Present clay particles can be assessed with FT-IR to reveal if they were present during raw material firing or if they were subsequently added (Berna et al. 2007).

Burnishing can be applied to the outer surface of plasters while drying, resulting in a smooth, compacted outer surface (Philokyprou 2012). This both homogenizes particle size and hardens the outer layer increasing preservation and use durability. Surfaces will be examined closely to distinguish between plaster samples with evidence of burnishing versus finishing layers. Burnished samples will have gradual changes between the body of the matrix and the exterior whereas finishing layers will be distinct fabric units.

5.4 FT-IR

FT-IR can be used to identify minerals by matching a sample’s absorption spectrum with the absorption spectra of known minerals. It provides a second means, beyond visual analysis, to identify constituent materials and crystalline phases and is particularly useful for the analysis of loose sediments.

Select loose sediment samples have been analyzed using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet IS5 FT-IR spectrometer and petrographic thin sections have been analyzed with a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet iN10 MX FT-IR microspectrometer.
The spectrometers were programmed to take the average of 32 repeat scans at 4 cm$^{-1}$ resolution. Spectral readings were collected over 4000-400 cm$^{-1}$ (wavenumbers).

Sediment samples were prepared using standard FT-IR procedure (Berna et al. 2007; Shahack-Gross et al. 2005) by first homogenizing and dehydrating a few tens of micrograms of sample with an agate mortar and pestle in a hot environment provided by a hot plate or under an incandescent light bulb. Approximately 0.1mg of sample was then mixed with 50mg of FT-IR grade KBr (potassium bromide). The two are mixed to suspend the sample in the KBr and then compacted into a 7mm pellet with a Pike hand press. Under pressure the white KBr salt turns into a glass that is transparent in both the visible spectrum and infrared (IR) light, which allows the FT-IR radiation to interact with the samples’ valence electrons. Different covalent bonds absorb energy at consistent and discrete energy levels (wavenumbers) revealing the components suspended in the potassium bromide. Micromorphology slides were placed directly under the FT-IR microspectrometer, after being wiped clean of any dust or oil, and processed.

Spectrographic information obtained with FT-IR can also be used to independently identify pyrogenic calcite, as described by Chu et al. (2008) and Regev et al (2010). Their method compares the intensity of spectral peaks in calcite, $v_2$ (874 cm$^{-1}$) and $v_4$ (713 cm$^{-1}$) within a sample of calcite (figure 16). This method was not used for this study due to technical problems but can be used in future research (see section 10).

Materials that cannot be identified through optical means will also be subject to FT-IR analysis as necessary for identification. Reference samples from K-AD and the vicinity will be compiled as a reference library of spectral peaks. All materials will be
Figure 16. Infrared spectra comparing a) pure calcite, b) a calcite and quartz mixture, and c) a calcite and clay mixture. Credit: Chu et al. (2008).

compared against this library. The Weizmann Institute of Science’s Kimmel Center for Archaeological Science provides an online collection of FT-IR spectra, which will be used for both a comparative reference with collected materials, and to help identify any materials that remain unidentified (http://www.weizmann.ac.il/kimmel-arch/infrared-spectra-library).
6. Results of the Microscopic Analysis (Petrography and Soil Micromorphology)

In the previous chapter this study’s sampling strategy and methods of analyses were provided. In this chapter we turn to the results of the micromorphological analyses. This chapter details the data collected from all analyzed petrographic thin sections. In the following chapter the data from FT-IR analyses are provided, which is then followed by a discussion of these results in the context of the research questions.

There are two notable general findings. First, all samples examined from K-AD were completely free of any traces of gypsum. The significance of this discovery, discussed in greater detail below, is that LBA architects consciously chose lime over gypsum to create plaster despite both materials being plentiful and used in their raw form at K-AD. One of the two Neolithic samples from Kalavasos-Tenta, sample KAD15-PG20, is a gypsum plaster while KAD15-PG21 is a lime plaster.

The second general finding is that the fine fractions of all microstratigraphic units were composed of a calcite base and to a large extent the fine mass was dominated by calcite. The calcite matrixes include both pyrogenic and geogenic material, which will be separated in more detail below. Of the coarse fraction limestone pebbles are dominant except in the case of pebble floors in which case the dominant coarse fraction components were pebbles, which vary between limestone aggregates and igneous river pebbles.

Individual samples and their constituent units are presented below and are grouped by sampling area and architectural purpose (e.g. Pithos Hall floor samples, plaster drain samples, etcetera). Layers are labeled from the top (youngest) to bottom
(oldest) and unless otherwise stated all layers (e.g. L1, L2) are unique in composition to the sample they relate to. In other word KAD15-MM21-L1 (Pithos Hall floor surface) is a distinct microstratigraphic layer from KAD15-MM22-L1 (Pithos Hall step surface). All observed layers are homogenous in composition unless stated otherwise.

6.1 Pithos Hall Floor Deposits
B.X, A.152, N50B, KAD15-MM21 (a, b, c), KAD15-MM21-1, KAD15-MM21-2 (a, b, c), KAD15-PG13

The Pithos Hall, Area 152, is located in the southwestern area of Building X (Figures 9, 17). It takes its name from the abundant pithoi stands, sherds, and complete vessels found in-situ during the original excavation (South 1988: 225). The pithos hall was the largest storage area and overall the largest room at K-AD.

Area 152 has generated and sustained much interest as the main storage area (along with Area 161) for a vast, 50,000 liter-minimum deposit of olive oil (South 1995: 194). The double-occupation floor that the pithoi stood on was sampled in three intact micromorphological blocks that yielded seven thin sections Appendix Images 16-22). The samples were taken from the excavation pit in the middle of the room. Sample KAD15-PG13 was taken from the base of a sandstone pithos stand (Figure 17, Image C; Appendix Image 37) on the hypothesis that if the original surface of the Pithos Hall has been eroded the pithos stand would have preserved its underlying portion.

6.1.1 Pithos Hall Floor Deposits from Central Column Sequence
B.X, A.152, N50B, KAD15-MM21 (a, b, c), KAD15-MM21-1, KAD15-MM21-2 (a, b, c)

The floor sequence consists of two construction sequences with a discontinuity between the two events at Layers 6, 7 and 8, which upon closer inspection appear to be
Figure 17. Pithos Hall Samples. A) Field photograph of the plaster covered steps, top
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Figure 18. Micritic calcite units KAD15-MM21-L3 (A) and KAD15-MM15-1 (B) with details of among the largest observed dendritic mineral stains (C-F). The magnified inserts correspond in colour with the location indicated on the two microscans. Dendritic stains circled in orange (A, B). All images are in PPL. Credit: Author’s images.

sections of the same unit labeled Layer 6 (L7, L8). The top construction event took place with the expansion of K-AD in the Late Cypriot IIIC. The two floors appear to have been
constructed using the same procedure: base carbonate layer (Figure 17, Image E; Layers 5 and 11), thin red clay layer (Figure 17, Image E; Layers 2+3+4 and 10), thick top micritic calcite layer (Figure 17, Image E; Layers 1 and 9). Layer 1 (Figure 17, Images E and I) is 100mm thick and composed of a fine-grained, hard plaster. The coarse materials amount to 10% of the sampled section and include quartz, chert, and fossils. Voids and shrinkage fissures (lateral partially accommodating planar voids) have secondary calcite layers up to 250μm thick. There are scattered brown dendritic stains (Figure 18) averaging 100μm throughout the unit. Voids have a distinct white, pale hypocoating.

The thin orange layer beneath the main plaster surface was revealed to be composed of two red mm-thick strata (L2, L4) that encased a dense lime plaster layer (L3). L2 is an average of 3mm thick and L4 is an average of 7mm thick. L2 and L4 are identical in composition but vary in compositional texture across the sampled portion. L4 in this slide revealed a coarse fraction of 33% while L2 has a coarse fraction of 20%. The major coarse component in both L2 and L4 at 10% for each layer is quartz and quartzite grains with the remaining coarse fraction including pyroxene, sediment inclusions and igneous minerals. Sediments have a crystallitic b-fabric and there are no pedofeatures within the L2 and L4 strata.

L3 is a fine grey calcite layer, 9mm thick, with undulating upper and lower boundaries. It is a very fine (95%) micritic calcite matrix with a crystallitic b-fabric. A 5% coarse fraction includes quartz and scattered fossils. Dendritic mineral stains are present.
L5 is a 50mm-thick layer of 20% coarse material suspended in a calcite matrix. It is tan and grey in colour. The coarse fraction consists of 8% fossils and varying trace amounts of unburnt limestone, quartz, shell, igneous materials, sediment aggregates, and opaque punctuations. There are no pedofeatures in this layer and the b-fabric remains crystallitic.

L6, L7, and L8, upon closer inspection, are parts of the same unit and will be described as “L6 (7, 8)”. L6 (7, 8) is a 40mm, grey to dark grey heterogeneously mixed layer. It has an average 25% coarse fraction with 15% of the sample being composed of fossils 100-150μm in size. The balance of the coarse fraction is composed of pyroxene, shell, quartz, igneous minerals and sediment inclusions, which are found concentrated in separate areas of the unit as both depositional layering and cut infills. The fine mass includes grey and white calcite, plaster nodules, and scattered red clay. Pedofeatures are concentrated to diagenesis in the plaster inclusions, void hypocoatings and some staining.

Layers 6, 7, and 8 were initially defined to be separate units based on perceived change between thin sections. L6 (7, 8) marks the discontinuity between the lower and upper floors. It is a natural fill with miscellaneous aggregates, fossils and other geogenic material, and plaster chunks that presumably rolled in. The top of Layer 6 (7, 8) also has a clear cut-feature, 2×17mm, that is filled with brown sediment, which suggests this layer accumulated over time. There now appears to be a pause in activity between the disuse of the bottom floor and preparation of the top floor sequence, as suggested by the gradual accumulation of Layer 6 (7, 8) on top of the bottom floor surface. There are no dendritic stains in this layer. The micromass b-fabric is overall crystallitic.
The bottom right corner of L6 (7, 8) is a clear dark 5mm thick localized area with a coarse mass of 50%. 4/5 is composed of calcite aggregates 70-400μm in size in a chitonic arrangement with the calcite fine mass. The remaining 1/5 coarse mass is composed of quartz and igneous minerals.

L9 is grey, 60mm thick, and composed of a fine, hard plaster. The coarse materials amount to 14% of the unit with fossil inclusions 30-200μm in size taking the majority of the space (10%) and quartz filling the balance. The fine fraction is composed of micritic calcite. There is grey and dark grey clay throughout the matrix; all voids have dark grey hypocoatings. There are a few instances of dendritic mineral staining. The fine fraction has an undifferentiated b-fabric.

L10 is a red-brown layer, 10mm thick, and 16% coarse material that is 10% quartz. The remaining coarse fraction is composed of punctuations, sediment aggregates, and pyroxene. The arrangement is double-spaced porphyric. There are no pedofeatures and the b-fabric is crystallitic. This is a preparation layer similar to the orange L2 and L4 layers in colour, thickness, provenance, composition, and lack of pedofeatures.

L11 is a dark grey calcite layer with 20% coarse fabric in a double-spaced porphyric distribution pattern. The coarse material is 15% quartz and 5% igneous minerals to a maximum 700μm. There is a single ceramic sherd within this layer, 25mm long and 8mm wide. The sherd is brown on its external surfaces with an inward reduction gradient that has left the center black. It was not analyzed further. There are no granostriations or other pedofeatures present among fabric constituent materials. The b-fabric is crystallitic.
L12 is very different from all preceding layers. It is composed of coarse aggregates amounting to 95% of the slide. Igneous aggregates 300μm to 1.5mm compose 40% of the stratum and fossiliferous limestone aggregates 3-5mm take up 10% of the stratum. A single 3.5cm-long fossiliferous limestone aggregate with a reaction rim covers 40% of the visible area. Chalk is the only fine mass present and most minerals are granostriated. The layer is 22mm thick but likely extends past the base of this terminus sample. It is also likely that this layer is geogenic.

To summarize, it appears this column sequence from the Pithos Hall represents two events of floor construction separated by Layer 6 (7, 8). Both floor construction events represent three basic steps: laying a base layer, the application of a thin, red sediment layer, and topping off the floor with a layer of lime plaster that is thicker than the previous two layers. This tradition, or construction recipe, was altered for the second construction event with the thickening of each layer with its corresponding part in the bottom floor. Additionally, Layer 10, the red sediment layer in the bottom floor, was rendered as three distinct layers (L2, L3, L4) with pure lime plaster as the central layer (L3). This floor thus appears to represent the diachronic development of a floor recipe.

6.1.2 Material Beneath Pithos Stand
B.X A.152, N51C, KAD15-PG13

The material sampled beneath a calcareous sandstone pithos base had a measured thickness of 12mm and forms one unit (Figure 17, Image F). This is possibly the original finishing layer of the Pithos Hall floor that has been preserved by the pithos base stone. The sample is white in colour and very fine with a 10% coarse-fine ratio. The coarse
aggregates include 100μm quartz grains, calcite fragments, fossils and opaque punctuations. Voids and fissures are all coated with secondary calcite, indicating the movement of calcite crystals by water over time. The b-fabric is undifferentiated with a uniform low order birefringence present across the sample.

This sample is denser than KAD15-MM21-L1, the top of the upper Piths Hall floor. It has no corresponding component with the bottom Pithos Hall floor, however, and therefore may either be a new addition to the floor construction tradition, the product of diagenesis, or perhaps the lower floor’s surface had been removed prior to the construction of the upper floor.

6.2 Plaster-Covered Steps
B.X, A.152, N51A/C, KAD15-MM22 (a, b)

On the north wall of Area 152 on the west side of the doorway leading to Area 175 there is a plaster-covered pisé staircase. There are four steps (that ascend to the west) in a deteriorating state of preservation. The junction between the top of step 3 and to edge of step 4 was sampled, preserving the angle and pressed mud composition onto which the plaster was originally laid (Appendix Images 23, 24). The analysis of this sample revealed three distinct units of construction: the capping structured and hard pyrogenic plaster material, underlying coarse carbonate material composed of packed plaster nodules and a fine, red clay material that supports the entire structure.

The top beige layer, the plaster, is 10mm thick and densely packed. The plaster has a 20% coarse fraction of limestone aggregates, quartz, pyroxene, sediment aggregates, with trace amounts of artificial pozzolanic material with most aggregates
measuring less than 200\(\mu\)m. The fine fraction is calcite with a crystallitic b-fabric. Mineral staining is present as irregular oval speckles. Edges of the plaster have an internal quasicoating throughout the sample.

Layer two is 30mm thick and composed of dense plaster chunks up to several centimeters in size in a matrix of double-spaced porphyric calcite groundmass. The fine fraction is calcite with a crystallitic b-fabric with dendritic mineral stains present predominantly within the white plaster aggregates. The coarse fraction comprises 20% of the material, 10% of which are fossils. The balance is made of quartz, pyroxene, sediment aggregates, shell, and artificial pozzolanic material, albeit in small amounts. There is no evidence of secondary chemical alteration and no reaction rims present. Shrinkage fractures are found within the plaster chunks.

The base red clay material is over 70mm thick (as per the size of the thin section) and has a coarse fraction of 10%, which includes quartz, chert, shell, and artificial pozzolanic material that greatly exceeds the abundance seen in L1 and L2 by several orders of magnitude (Figure 19). This layer has numerous included plaster chinks that have hypocoatings, reactions rims and dendritic mineral stains. The fine mass has a crystallitic b-fabric.

This feature appears to have been made in three steps. The first, basal layer of pressed mud acted as a rough form for the final steps. On top of this layer a mixture of slacked lime was mixed with recycled plaster aggregates. The slacked lime would have been extended by the plaster inclusions while creating a surface that would not shrink or degrade as easily as pressed mud, extending the period of use for the steps. The final layer
is a pyrogenic plaster. The trace amount of artificial pozzolanic material do not indicate that this layer has hydraulic properties. Instead their limited abundance suggests they are unintentional inclusions, perhaps the result of the plaster being prepared in proximity to the pressed mud base, which has a much higher abundance of artificial pozzolans that serve no strengthening purpose in a mud-based mixture.

Figure 19. KAD15-MM22-L3 (A) and –MM22-L1 (B) from the steps in the Pithos Hall. Microscan detail of aggregate inclusions. C) Magnified detail of –L3. Notice the abundance of red artificial pozzolanic material in the pressed mud (pisé) structure in comparison with the surface layer (D). All images are XPL. Credit: Author’s images.
6.3 Building XVI Floors
B.XVI, Unit 7, KAD15-MM14 (a, b, c, d, e), KAD15-MM14-1

A sondage was dug along the north wall of Building XVI in Unit 7 at the end of
the 2015 field season to explore the composition of the living floors located outside of the
monumental complex. Two superimposed micromorphology blocks were taken, KAD15-
MM14 (Figure 20; Appendix Images 5-9) and KAD15-MM14-1 (Appendix image 10). In
the lab eleven surface layers separated by twelve fill strata were quantified for a total of
twenty-three units across five micromorphology thin sections.

Numerous stratigraphic units are represented across multiple slides (Figure 20). The
thicknesses of the strata were averaged when possible. In the field thirteen layers in
total were observed and measured, half as many that were identified after they had been
processed into thin sections. Those field observations are inaccurate and have been
disposed of. The underlying stratigraphic unit, MM14-1, was a massive, homogeneous
unit.

Two groups of units were observed, labeled “M,” for porous matrix and “L,” for
dense layers. Layers are clearly defined micritic calcite pyrogenic lime plaster units
separated by non-pyrogenic, calcite-dominated matrixes. The layers are thinner on
average (3.6mm, range 1.0-6.5mm; Figure 21), more compact (dominated by planar
voids) and whiter in colour (naked eye)/grey (microscope) than the surrounding material
(Figure 20). Voidspace also includes vesicular and partially accommodated planar
shrinkage fractures. The twelve matrix units are thicker on average (11.7mm, range 2.0-
34.5mm; Figure 21), less compact (dominated by packing voids) and are tan in colour
Figure 20. A) Embedded and cut block sample KAD15-MM14 with five areas traced out for processing into thin sections a-e, top to bottom (day lighting). B) Slide KAD15-MM14b containing layers M4, L4, M5…L8, M9 (day lighting). C) Detail of M7 and L7 (PPL). Notice the abundance of pore space in M7 and shrinkage fractures in L7. Image has been corrected for optical inversion. Credit: Author’s images.

Figure 21. Thicknesses of KAD15-MM14 units grouped as Layers and Matrixes. Unit thicknesses are in blue. The average thickness of all Layers and Matrixes are in red. Credit: Author image.
Figure 22. KAD15-MM14 units arranged from top to bottom displaying fine mass. Credit: Author’s image.

These units contain more sediment (and therefore less calcite) and are darker in colour.

Units L1-L4 have a speckled micromass and L9 has a dotted micromass. There is a noticed compositional dominance of calcite in the layers that is contrasted with the presence of sediment in the matrixes.

The underlying 75mm block contained only one layer, tan colour, 67% coarse fraction, 33% fine fraction, and a speckled micromass. Its composition does not closely resemble the plaster surfaces or the matrix fill layers (see Figure 22). The coarse fraction includes 20% fossiliferous limestone, 20% sediment aggregates and 10% igneous rocks with quartz, pyroxene, chert and roots making the balance (17%). Pedofeatures include the coating and infilling of voids, roots and fissures with secondary calcite and granostriated voids. As expected with the abundance of calcite the b-fabric is crystallitic.

These surfaces appear to have been constructed on a regular basis with the application of a crushed calcite and sediment layer followed by a thin layer of lime.
plaster. These surfaces appear to be a cheaper alternative than applying a thick lime plaster floor but at the same time their visual appearance would be similar to the lime plaster floors such as those seen in the monumental Northeast Area.

6.4 Main N-S Road
Unit 3, KAD15-MM15-1 (a, b, c)

A 20cm thick block sample of the main N-S road was taken from Unit 3 and processed into three thin sections (Appendix Images 11-13) that revealed a massive, homogenous and uniform microstructure. The sample has a micritic calcite groundmass with well-developed separated peds in a random arrangement. The coarse fraction comprises 10% of the material constituents and consists of chalk, quartz, sediment aggregates, shell, and igneous rocks. The unit appears coarse with a crumby microstructure from the included chunks. This sample has a crystallitic b-fabric and has scattered mineral dendritic stains. Micritic calcite nodules have white, pale pedo features as hypocoatings and quasicoatings as well as accommodating lateral planar voids (shrinkage fractures). There is also abundant secondary calcium carbonate within voids and impregnating groundmass at parts. These layers are up to 700μm thick.

This thick, pyrogenic lime road has a uniform composition, even distribution of voids, mineral dendrites and inclusions. It closely approximates the top lime plaster layers of the Pithos Hall floor deposits (KAD15-MM21-L1, –L9) with one major exception: the development of peds and the accompanying high volume of voids. There are fewer mineral dendrites in the road, but the abundance more closely resembles the amount in the Pithos Hall deposits when the high proportion of voids is considered.

83
6.5 Fine-Surfaced Floor
Unit 3, KAD15-MM16 (floor), KAD15-MM17 (floor near wall), KAD15-PG22 (wall)

Three samples were taken from the smooth, thin, floor-to-wall surface that coats the entire floor and continues up the wall (Figure 9, 24). The two floor samples, MM16 (Appendix Image 14) and MM17 (Appendix Image 17), have three shared microstratigraphic units that were found to be identical to each other, and also identical to the wall sample PG22 (Appendix Image 43). All samples are 8mm thick in total.

The top layer/outer surface (L1) in each sample is a tan/beige colour with a 10% coarse fraction that includes quartz, fossils, sediment inclusions, and chert aggregates with a maximum size of 30μm each. This top layer is 0.5-1mm thick with a sharp, flat contact with L2. Samples MM16 and PG22 have an undulating, degraded surface portion while MM17’s
Figure 24. Unit 3 facing north. Fine-surfaced floor sampling locations. Main N-S road at top. Credit: Author’s images.

surface is flat. Pedofeatures are limited to planar infillings of calcite. The b-fabric is crystallitic.

L2 in all samples is beige to grey in colour, a maximum 3-4mm thick with an undulating basal contact. The appearance of two layers is clear in both PPL and XPL. The coarse fraction in L2 is 20%, which includes 15% sediment inclusions and 5% quartz, pyroxene, and a small amount of artificial pozzolanic ceramic inclusions 20-150μm.

L3 is grey to white in colour, 3-4mm thick, has an undulating upper contact and a sharp, flat basal contact. The base contact with MM16 and the underlying matrix is apparent from a continuous lateral fissure at the 8mm mark from the surface layer. The
base contact of MM17 is clear from the transition to a single-spaced fine enaulic microstructure and red clay fine matrix. PG22 does not have a base contact to a new unit. This unit has secondary calcite permeation that is not seen in the previous two layers. Artificial pozzolanic materials are present in small quantities as small aggregates, 20-100μm. L3 has a dotted micromass and crystallitic b-fabric.

These three layers appear to have been constructed and applied separately, as evidenced by their sharp, mostly flat lateral contacts. The use of pozzolanic inclusions for only the central layer is interesting, because the up-the-wall application of this lime plaster seemed to suggest the room stored liquid in antiquity.

6.6 Pebble Floor in B.X Northern Pithos Storage Area
B.X, A.161, N53C/D, KAD15-MM23 (a, b)

One block sample from the north edge of Area 161 yielded two thin sections (Figure 25, Images A-H; Appendix Images 25, 26). Analysis revealed three stratigraphic units, all tan in colour, and differentiated on the abundance and size of their coarse fraction.

L1 contained a pebble aggregate groundmass of rounded chalk pebbles, chert, igneous minerals and fine calcite. Aggregates larger than 10mm composed 50% of the stratum with smaller aggregates comprising 10% and fine mass filling the balance. The coarse fraction is highly variable including the sole instance of serpentine, multiple pieces of chert, along with the common quartz, fossils, artificial pozzolans (50μm) and pyroxene in an open porphyric distribution. L1 is 20mm thick and has a crystallitic b-fabric, including the secondary calcite coatings on aggregates and a calcite-filled fine fraction.
Figure 25. Northern Building X samples. A) Area 161, sampling location for KAD15-MM23. B) Sample KAD15-MM23 imbedded with resin and prepared for thin sectioning. C) KAD15-MM23a, XPL, in thin section (51×76mm) with microstratigraphic units KAD15-MM23a-L1 and KAD15-MM23a-L2. D) Microscan, XPL, in 3.2x of KAD15-
Layer 2 had less coarse material, amounting to 20%, down from 60%, of the slide. There is no clear contact between the two layers, but rather a gradual grading into a finer and more porous matrix. L2 has the same artificial pozzolanic coarse material, chert, quartz and shell that are found in L1, and also an open porphyric distribution pattern. Of note are three unknown 3mm-wide igneous minerals of various colours (red, blue, green). The layer is 26mm thick.

L2 also grades into L3 and is marked by the absence of mineral aggregates larger than a millimeter. There is a 10% coarse fraction and an absence of chert and unusual igneous aggregates, but apart from this the two sediment compositions and arrangements are more or less identical. L3 is at least 68mm thick.

The graded boundaries between all three designated layers indicate that floor was constructed at a single time, most likely by a team of workers who were all using the same materials. The application of the coarse materials on top of the fine calcite mass could have been achieved by first applying slacked lime and then applying coarse aggregates directly on top of the wet mixture, creating the resulting pebble floor.
6.7 Corridor Plaster
B.X, A.158a, P52D, KAD15-MM25 (a, b, c, d)

The analysis of four slides (Appendix Images 27-30) from this one block sample resulted in the identification of three layers (Figure 25, Image K). L1 is 44mm thick, 50% micritic calcite (including well-developed round micritic calcite peds), 30% orange/red fine mass and 20% coarse material. Red/orange coarse aggregates larger than 500μm comprise 5% of the coarse fraction with the other 15% including smaller red/orange aggregates, chert, fossils, quartz, shell and pyroxene. There are no pedofeatures within the fine mass. There are dendritic mineral stains, reaction rims and calcite clay coatings within voids found within a central plaster aggregate only. It appears that this aggregate was a manufactured plaster surface that was broken up and added into a new mix. There are trace artificial pozzolans and organic material (plant roots) throughout.

Layer 2 is a pebble floor 42mm thick and is only 40% fine calcite. 10% of the slide is coarse fraction quartz less than 10mm in size. 10% is taken by rounded igneous aggregates less than 10mm. The remaining 40% of the slide is coarse fraction igneous material that exceeds 10mm. There are scattered irregular and dendritic mineral stains. The fine mass has a crystallitic b-fabric.

Layer 3 is 32mm thick and 90% fine calcite mass that includes pure grey calcite plaster nodules, some of which are partially granostriated with beige clay and none of which show any mixing with beige clay. The plaster nodules have internal dendric mineral stains. None-nodules fine mass includes both grey calcite and beige clay sediment. The coarse fraction consists of quartz, pyroxene, shells, fossils and sediment inclusions. There are no pozzolans in this layer. For pedofeatures, half of the voids have
calcite hypocoatings, coatings, and complete infillings. This is especially evident within well-developed round to subrounded micritic calcite peds (plaster nodules), which display a pale, white hypocoating.

The analysis of KAD15-MM25 revealed a unique sequence among the samples analyzed in this study. The existence of a middle pebble floor layer suggests that this was once the surface of a pebble floor. The overlying –L1 was then added at a later date and was extended with the inclusion of recycled plaster aggregates. The use of secondary lime plaster in this new mixture, a phenomenon not seen in the monumental Pithos Hall floors, suggests this new surface on top of the pebble floor demanded fewer resources in its construction.

6.8 Drains


Three samples of drains (Appendix Images 38-40) were collected from Area 191, directly south of the Pithos Hall (Figure 9, 26, Appendix Image 45). Two samples were taken of structure 392, (S.392), KAD15-PG15 (in line with the Pithos Hall pillars) and KAD15-PG17 (directly south of the southwest corner of Area 152 and Building X). The third sample, KAD15-PG16, comes from an archaeologically discontinuous drain on the middle of the southern wall of Area 152.

6.8.1 KAD15-PG15

–PG15 is composed of two distinct microfabrics. Layer 1 is 15mm thick, is whitish tan in colour and has a coarse percentage of 33%. The coarse material is distributed in a uniform double-spaced porphyric arrangement. 20% of these coarse
aggregates are grey, tan and red nodules, the red being ones being ceramic pozzolanic aggregates up to 750μm. The remaining 13% includes quartz grains, isotropic glass, biological fossils and opaque punctuations. The remaining 67% of the sample is fine fraction with a crystallitic birefringence.

Layer 2 is 19mm thick and shares and undulating diffuse boundary with L1. It has a similar material composition to Layer 1, but with a coarse fraction is 50% with a close porphyric distribution pattern. Additional coarse materials include trace amounts of pyroxene and low-order birefringence orthopyroxene. Voidspaces are coated with secondary calcium carbonate. There are no instances of re-used plaster aggregates or dendritic mineral stains.

6.8.2 KAD15-PG16

KAD15-PG16 has two main large constituent layers with the addition of five thin discontinuous microstratigraphic varnishes on the top for a total of seven
microstratigraphic units. The top five layered units are together 2mm thick, averaging 0.4mm thick each and have a range of 0.3mm (L1-L4) to 1.0mm (L5). All have a crystallitic b-fabric and no evidence of pedofeatures. Layers 1-3 have coarse fractions of 20%, are tan in colour and have a speckled micromass. The coarse aggregates all remain under 400μm and are mainly sediment aggregates. The three layers are distinguished from one another by the presence of thin grey bands of micritic calcite. Each band was interpreted as a discontinuity and designated the transition to a new layer.

L4 is light tan in colour, has 10% coarse fraction. Sediment inclusions also compose the majority of coarse fraction. L5 has the same composition as layers 1-3, but is three times as thick. The distinguishing feature that defines this as a new layer is again a thin, dark grey micritic calcite band. Trace coarse materials for all layers 1-5 are quartz and pyroxene grains and the distribution pattern is consistent as open porphyric.

Layer 6 and Layer 7 are each 28mm thick and vary considerably in composition. L7 is an orange, tan and grey fine calcite layer with 5% coarse materials. L6, on the other hand, is an aggregate laden layer with a 33% coarse fraction. 20% of L6 is composed of artificial pozzolans, calcite- and clay-filled sediment aggregates up to 2mm across. The remaining coarse fraction includes quartz, pyroxene, olivine, and opaque punctuations. The layer is heterogeneous and has dark grey cloudy micrite interwoven with crystallitic calcite when viewed in XPL.

6.8.3 KAD15-PG17

The layers listed below follow an incredibly similar pattern to those seen in KAD15-PG16. The following descriptions follow the sequence set by my “top” marking
on the sample and are in line with the data presented in my data collection table. After comparing these results with the data from KAD15-PG16 the sample KAD15-PG17 appears to be inverted.

Layer 1 is a half-millimeter thick dark grey micritic calcite band. It has a coarse component of 5% that includes opaque punctuations 10-30μm. The distribution is fine monic. This layer has an undifferentiated b-fabric.

Layer 2 is 31mm thick with a 33% coarse fraction. 20% of the slide is composed of tan and brown sediment aggregates 1mm thick, including red artificial pozzolans. 50% of the layer is micritic calcite and 20% is dark grey calcite layers. The remaining coarse material is made up of quartz, quartzite, pyroxene, and olivine. Constituent materials in this slide are homogenously distributed.

Layer 3 is grey, 4mm thick and composed of 20% coarse material, the majority of which are sediment aggregates with some quartz grains present. This layer was identified by a dark superior surface.

Layer 4 is grey, 1.5mm thick and composed of 20% coarse material, the majority of which are sediment aggregates with some quartzite present. This is a thin sliver of a layer, identified by a discontinuous micritic calcite band 700μm×7000μm thick.

Layer 5 is grey, 1.5mm thick and composed of 20% coarse material, the majority of which are sediment aggregates, with some quartz, pyroxene and quartzite present. This layer was identified by a dark superior surface.

Layer 6 is brown, 1mm thick and composed of 20% coarse material including quartz, pyroxene, opaque punctuations 10-30μm in size. The fine mass is composed of
micritic calcite and some dark grey areas. This is the only layer in the sample that has pedofeatures. Secondary calcium carbonate is present as void coatings, coatings in cracks and has strongly impregnated the sediment. The contact layer is smooth and clear.

6.8.4 Summary of Drains

The three drain samples, KAD15-PG15, –PG16, and –PG17, do not share many similarities besides the inclusions of artificial pozzolanic materials in the first thick unit in each sample (KAD15-PG15-L1, KAD15-PG16-L6, KAD15-PG17-L2). The pozzolanic layer is the body layer for the drains and what allows them to maintain their structural integrity while transporting liquids. –PG16 and –PG17 have additional and very thin units separated by bands of grey micritic calcite. These could be the result of water redistributing calcite within the sample, however, as these drains are hydraulic this may or may not be a possibility. This remains an open question.

6.9 Kalavasos-Tenta Samples

KAD15-PG20, KAD15-PG21

The technological traditions of plaster production by an earlier (pre-urban) community living within broadly the same environment as the inhabitants of K-AD were obtained by examining two superimposed floor samples (Appendix Images 41-42) from Kalavasos-Tenta (Figure 6). KAD15-PG20 comes from Structure 17 dating to Tenta’s Phase 2 and is the first of two superimposed floor samples. The sample appeared reddish-brown in macroscale, one of two floors from Tenta (i.e. the floor of underlying S.36) among many whites ones that is red, suggesting that this floor is special. Analysis revealed this sample is 4mm thick and is composed of pyrogenic gypsum, the only
sample in this study that is not composed of calcite. The coarse fraction accounts for 75% of the sample, a considerably higher percentage than other samples. Half of the material is composed of grey, beige, and brown sediment aggregates larger than 1mm with a noticed concentration of brown sediment aggregates on the bottom edge of the sample. There are brown granostriations present on grey nodules. Minor coarse components include pyroxene, olivine and quartz.

Sample PG21, also from Tenta Phase 2, is from immediately beneath sample PG20. Upon analysis this layer was found to be 99% micritic calcite, an incredibly pure pyrogenic plaster. The scarce coarse fraction includes sediment aggregates, quartz and opaque punctuations all measuring less than 100μm. The fine fraction is arranged in an enaulic pattern of dark grey and undifferentiated rounded plaster concentrations. The b-fabric, where present, is crystallitic.

It appears that the construction of floors at Kalavasos-Tenta includes a tradition of gypsum plaster, and this may be restricted to red-coloured floors. The construction of these floors was first the application of a very pure lime plaster base layer, followed by a layer of gypsum mixed with red sediment to leave the surface with a red colour.

### 6.10 Pithos Hall Mudbrick-Adhered Fragments from the Storage Facility

B.X, A.152, N51C, 4.3, KAD87-PG05-1, KAD87-PG06, KAD87-PG07

Samples of plaster were collected during the Vasilikos Valley Project excavations and stored for future reference and study. The following three thin sections (Appendix Images 31-33) were made from three samples of hard, plaster-like material adhered to mudbrick and initially suspected of being wall plaster. The Vasilikos Valley Project team
collected them in 1987 from the eastern baulk of N51C, 4.3 in Area 152 (Appendix Image 45), just south of the mudbrick steps, which had yet to be excavated during the time of collection (Alison South, personal communication). The provenience of these samples therefore could be from the plaster staircase to the north, from the walls to the north and west, or perhaps neither. These samples were retrieved for analysis in 2015 from the storage facility in Kalavasos, Cyprus.

KAD87-PG05-1 has three layers. The three layers do no differ from one another very much in microscale and were distinguished with the naked eye from an observed change between the lighter tan exterior thirds and the darker grey interior. These colour changes have sharp lateral boundaries but are less apparent under the microscope. All three layers are all at least 90% calcite and at least 75% fine mass. The three layers range from 1.5 to 2.5mm thick, with a total sample thickness of 5.8mm. L2 has the largest aggregates and L3 has the most aggregates. The b-fabric is undifferentiated for L1 and L2 and crystallitic for L3. None of the layers have mineral staining or a noticeable amount of ceramic pozzolanic material.

KAD87-PG06 has four distinct layers. L1 and L4 are similar in thickness, colour and composition and L2 and L3 are similar in the same respect. Layers 1 and 4 are both 4mm thicker, tan and have a speckled micromass. They have a 10% coarse fraction composed of quartz and pyroxene 100-400μm, with maximum values reaching 700μm. These plaster layers are incredibly fine with a cloudy, undifferentiated micromass. Layers 2 and 3 are both 1mm incredibly fine grey plaster layers with 5% coarse mass that includes quartz and olivine grains on the order of 100μm. Layer 2 and 3 have a crystallitic
b-fabric and can be differentiated from one another by a discontinuous beige band. None of the four layers displays any mineral staining or notable presence of artificial pozzolanic material.

KAD87-PG07 has four discernable layers. L1 is a grey band on the left sloping side of the sample. It has a depth measurement of 5mm but is 1mm thick when measured from the apparent surface to the clear, sharp contact with L2. It has a mildly speckled micromass and a 10% coarse fraction of red ceramic pozzolanic material, quartz and sediment aggregates. There are no pedofeatures in L1. L2 is grey in colour, 18mm thick, and also has a mildly speckled micromass. Its 10% coarse fraction includes quartz, sediment aggregates but no pozzolans. L3 is a 2mm-thick dark grey lime plaster layer with a 5% coarse fraction consisting of quartz, other trace minerals, and no pozzolans. Pedofeatures include secondary calcite coatings in voids. L4 is an even finer plaster layer than L3 with a coarse percentage of 2%. This layer is 1mm thick and is grey to yellow in colour. Calcite coatings are present in voids. Layer four’s homogeneous fabric is interrupted only by the odd quartz grain.

These three samples were collected from the same location at K-AD and all share the same context but they are not identical in composition and vary considerably, for example, –PG07 being curved in shape while the other two are perfectly flat (Appendix Images 31-33). It appears that samples –PG05-1 and –PG06 were surfaces constructed in phases with each new layer being applied directly on top of the previous layer. The construction of –PG05-1 consisted of three applications of the same plaster recipe. –PG06 is composed of two distinct recipes applied in a 1-2-2-1 pattern. There is an unknown
amount of time between each application. It is less clear how the curved –PG07 was formed as a curved surface, but the application of four layers followed a clear gradient of coarse to fine.

6.11 Subterranean Plaster Chunk from Pre-LCIIC Context
Central Excavation Area (destroyed during the construction of the A1 Motorway) B.III, A.217, 6.1, KAD82-PG10

This sample (Appendix Image 36) was originally excavated in 1982 from the Central Area of K-AD (Figure 9) that now lies underneath the A1 motorway and has since been stored in the storage facility in Kalavasos village. It was sampled from the Central Area beneath the LCIIC layers in Building III (South 1983: 101-103) and originally given a description of “very solid gypsum plaster in large chunks,” (Alison South, personal communication). The thin section analysis concluded this is a calcite sample homogenous in composition and at least 66mm thick (the collected plaster chunks may be larger). Microscopic mineral stains up to 200μm and opaque punctuations averaging 30-50μm covered up to 50% of the fine fraction, more than any other sample. The specked micromass makes the sample appear darker in transmission light. However, this sample remains darker than any of the other samples at the site. The coarse fraction comprises 50% in this sample with quartz and quartzite aggregates up to 5mm composing 30% of the sample. It is 50% coarse fraction, 30% gravel that is fine to very coarse. There are no pozzolanic materials present. Vesicle and chamber voids are coated and hypocoated with crystallitic secondary calcite. Planar voids have varied degrees of accommodation and some are completely coated with calcite and opaque punctuations.
As this sample was from pre-LCIIC strata this material is one of the few samples that is separated in both time and space to the monumental contexts.

It appears that this sample was constructed in a single application. The context of this sample does not reveal any clues to the function of this material in antiquity.

### 6.12 Area 174 Samples from 1994

B.X, A.174, P1B, 23.2, KAD94-PG08a and P1B, 26.1, KAD94-PG08b

These two samples Appendix Images 34, 35) originate from within a well (subterranean cavity), located within A.174 on the southeastern side of Building X (Appendix Image 45). They were collected in 1994 by the Vasilikos Valley project team among an array other building material, broken stone, etc.

KAD94-PG08a has two layers. KAD15-PG08a has a dense first layer, L1, tan in colour and is 6mm thick. 2-5% of the total unit was composed of voidspace (not taken into account when assessing coarse percentages). The layer, L1, has a speckled micromass and is 15% coarse material. Ten percent of the slide was composed of lime nodules up to 400μm thick, 5% sediment nodules up to 200μm thick and trace amounts of quartz, pyroxene and chert. Clay granostriations are present on grains and aggregates. L2 is 11mm thick beige layer. It is much less dense with 10-20% voidspace and marginally coarser at 20%. The majority of aggregates are sediment nodules with the largest reaching 1.5-2mm thick. Trace aggregates include quartz, quartzite, red nodules and opaque punctuations, creating a dotted micromass. Dark grey micritic plaster areas have an undifferentiated b-fabric while other fine-mass areas are crystallitic.
KAD94-PG08b has fine layers that alternate in colour with Layers 1, 3 and 5 being grey and layers 2 and 4 being tan. The tan layers 2 and 4 are noticeably coarser than the grey layers. All layers have a dotted micromass and are porphyric in their coarse material distribution, single-spaced for coarser layers and single-spaced for finer layers. All physical aggregates are opaque punctuations and nodules up to 200μm in a calcite matrix. Trace coarse materials include quartz and pyroxene grains up to 700μm in size, except for L5, which has an upper size maximum of 150μm for these trace minerals.

It appears that these two surfaces were constructed over time with specific recipes that alternate. The recipes differ in overall colour and in composition and may have been applied as a pair. If this was the case the location of the material, being mixed with other artifacts in antiquity, removes the possibility of knowing which surface was exterior for –PG08a. –PG08b, on the other hand, has an exterior surface of a grey, finer material on both sides (–08b-L1, L5). A fine material exterior follows many other samples in this study, including KAD15-PG13 as the potential surface of the Pithos Hall floors, KAD15-MM22 having a plaster surface layer (–L1) on top of a coarser calcite base (–L2).

6.13 Summary of the Microscopic Analysis

In this chapter the results of the microscopic analysis of the 34 thin sections from K-AD and two thin sections from Kalavasos-Tenta were presented. The results of this analysis have shown a clear synchronic variation among pyrogenic lime plaster recipes at K-AD. Diachronically, the two superimposed floors in Area 152 (the Pithos Hall) revealed an intensification of resource consumption in the construction of the upper floor
while the overall method of construction and the composition of layers remained relatively consistent.

The analysis has also shown these surfaces have specific aggregates included in each recipe such as artificial pozzolans in the drain samples. Following the specific inclusion of aggregates in some samples there also appears to be the explicit exclusion of gypsum in any amount within all samples tested from K-AD. Between the sites of K-AD and Kalavasos-Tenta the tradition of using gypsum plaster surfaces is confined to the latter. Further details will be discussed in Section 8.
7. Results of the FT-IR Analyses

The use of FT-IR spectra in this thesis is confined to the exploration of the red sediment layers, L2, 4 and 10 from the Pithos Hall floors (KAD15-MM21). This exploration revealed that the red material layers found in the Pithos Hall floor deposits (Figure 17, Images E and I; Layers 2, 4, and 10) are a spectrographic match for *terra rossa* and that no collected reference material was a match for this sediment. The source of the *terra rossa* remains unknown.

7.1 Archaeological Samples of the Red Sediment from Area 152
B.X, A.152, N50B, KAD15-IR65, KAD15-IR105

The loose sediment samples KAD15-IR65 and –IR105 were taken from the top red layer in the Pithos Hall floor sequence, provenience Building X, Area 152. These samples most likely contained material from KAD15-MM21-L2, –L3 and –L4 owing to the triparte construction of this 2cm thick unit, which was unknown during sampling in the field. The collection from multiple points (–IR65 and –IR105) was done to ensure consistency of the sample. The following FT-IR spectral curves from –IR65 and –IR105 reveal only one difference with the absence of a small peak at 1438 wavenumbers (cm\(^{-1}\)) in sample –IR105 (Figure 27). This peak is a signature of carbonate.

Common peak values include 3437cm\(^{-1}\), 1640cm\(^{-1}\), and 1036cm\(^{-1}\), for basalt and 2513cm\(^{-1}\), 1441cm\(^{-1}\), 875cm\(^{-1}\), and 712cm\(^{-1}\), are indicative of carbonates (Weiner, FT-IR Library Database). Archaeological samples –IR65 and –IR105, however, fit within the definition of unheated, geogenic *terra rossa* (Figure 28).
Figure 27. KAD15-IR64 and –IR105 compared to a library reference curve of *Terra Rossa*. Credit: Author’s Image; Weiner and the FT-IR Library Database.

Figure 28. *Terra Rossa* undergoing heat transformation. Credit: Berna et al. 2007.

7.2 Drapia Geological Samples and Experiment
Drapia, 10km North of Kalavasos, KAD15-IRD04 (unheated, 300°C, 500°C, 800°C), KAD15-IRD05.
Geological samples were collected near the abandoned village of Drapia (Figure 5) in order to compare their composition to the archaeological samples from the Pithos Hall (KAD15-IR65 and –IR105). An outcrop of dark brown umber was identified and sampled along with the surrounding soil. KAD15-IRD04 (A-horizon soil near umber outcrop, unheated) and sample –IRD05 (umber) do not match any of the archaeological terra rossa samples: KAD15-IR65 (Pithos Hall terra rossa layer), KAD15-IR105 (Pithos Hall terra rossa layer); or any of the other geological samples: KAD15-MM26-1, KAD15-MM27-1, and KAD15-IRD07 (Figure 30; see section 7.3). –IRD04 (A-horizon soil near umber outcrop, unheated) and –IRD05 (umber) have peak absorption values at 3400cm\(^{-1}\), 3197cm\(^{-1}\), a small bump at 1636cm\(^{-1}\) and three absorption values with descending amplitudes at 1031cm\(^{-1}\), 893cm\(^{-1}\) and 801cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 29). The peak at 3197cm\(^{-1}\) discriminates the unheated umber samples, as it does not appear in any non-umber samples, archaeological or otherwise. When heated, the umber soils (Figure 29; KAD15-IRD04: 300°C, 500°C, 800°C) lose the discriminating high peak at 3197cm\(^{-1}\).

Close examination of the terra rossa heating experiment (Figure 28), however, reveals another means of discriminating the terra rossa samples (–IR65 and –IR105) from the heated umber soils (–IRD04: 300°C, 500°C, 800°C). Two peaks at 798cm\(^{-1}\) and 776cm\(^{-1}\) can be seen on the right side for all five terra rossa (Figure 28) and both archaeological (Figure 27) curves to the noted exception of all three heated umber soils (Figure 29; –IRD04: 300°C, 500°C, 800°C). In further detail, heating the A-horizon soil to 500°C dampens the intensity of the 3400-3440cm\(^{-1}\) peak and raises the 1430cm\(^{-1}\) peak to approximate KAD15-IR65 (Pithos Hall Layers 2, 3 and 4) closely. Heating this
sample also causes the spectral curve to lose detail (e.g. shoulder at 910 cm$^{-1}$ on –IR65) and definition (e.g. notice the widening of 1036 cm$^{-1}$, exacerbated in sample heated to 800°C). In the sample of the A-horizon soil that was heated to 800°C there is a complete loss of the peaks 874 cm$^{-1}$ and 712 cm$^{-1}$, signatures for carbonate, as a result of calcination and the release of carbon dioxide (See Chapter 3. Plaster; Philokyprou 2012). The geological samples and corresponding sediments that underwent experimental heating do not match the spectrographic signature of the archaeological terra rossa and are therefore rejected as possible sources of this material.

Figure 29. Sample KAD15-IRD04, “Umber Soil Near Drapia” undergoing heat transformation. Notice the difference between the unburnt A-horizon soil (red) and the burnt samples (blue [300°C, two hours], purple [800°C, two hours] and green [500°C, two hours]). The second peak on the left and the descending intensity, triple peak on the right (red) and unique characteristics of samples –IRD04 (unburnt) and –IRD05 (umber). Credit: Author’s image.

7.3 Terra Rossa Samples from Kalavasos Village and Farmer’s Field
Two intact sediment blocks were collected from two parallel red beds in a sedimentary outcrop that parallels the roadway on its eastern side heading into Kalavasos village from the A1 motorway. These red beds are visible in the vicinity of K-AD and slope upward towards the north. KAD-MM26-1 being sampled first from the lower band, and –MM27-1 sampled after from the upper band (unfortunately no image is available). The two samples have identical FT-IR signatures: calcite majority with a *terra rossa* component (Figure 30). This suggests that these units are currently undergoing standard geological transformation from limestone to *terra rossa* clay sediment. The higher component at peak 1032cm$^{-1}$ when MM26-1 (Figure 30) is compared with MM27-1 may indicate the lower and older –MM26-1 is at a more progressive stage in transforming into *terra rossa* from limestone owing to its relatively earlier deposition.

Figure 30. Spectral curves of sediment collected from a farmer’s field (KAD15-IRD07) and two geological samples from two red-orange units found in an exposed profile 1km south of Kalavasos Village (KAD15-MM26-1 and –MM27-1. Credit: Author’s image.
The reddish-brown sediment collected from a farmer’s field on the southeastern edge of Kalavasos, sample KAD15-IRD07, has undergone more of a transformation from limestone into *terra rossa* than either –MM26-1 or –MM27-1 as seen from the relative depression of the carbonate peak at 1440cm$^{-1}$, 875cm$^{-1}$ and 713cm$^{-1}$ when compared to *terra rossa* represented by peak 1036cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 30). The three samples shown in Figure 30 display a gradual transition of limestone to *terra rossa*, however, none of these samples closely approximates the archaeological samples from the Pithos Hall.

**7.4 Summary of the FT-IR Analysis**

In this chapter the results of the FT-IR analyses were described. There was only a single experiment and investigation conducted using FT-IR analysis revealing some significant results. Notably the red material that underlies both floor deposits in Area 152 is definitively *terra rossa* clay sediment. This FT-IR investigation could not locate the provenience of the *terra rossa* and future studies may start their search by looking at the purported red sediment that can be found at nearby Neolithic/Chalcolithic sites in the Vasilikos Valley following South’s original hypothesis (1997: 171) of the *terra rossa*’s origin. The *terra rossa* from K-AD was not compared with the red material within the Kalavasos-Tenta red gypsum sample, again citing technical issues for this shortcoming.

In the following discussion chapter the aforementioned results of the petrographic and FT-IR analyses are synthesized in conjunction with the project’s research questions, that is to assess the results in light of the potential for plaster to be used at K-AD in the creation of social space, and to discuss the plaster traditions diachronically between K-AD and Kalavasos-Tenta.
8. Discussion

This chapter explores the implications of the results outlined in the previous chapter. The discussion is separated between micromorphological results (8.1) and the implications of the FT-IR analyses (8.2).

8.1 Discussion, Microscopy

This analysis has shown that there is a conservation of tradition according to plaster use among the monumental complex at K-AD while there is a sophisticated level of specialization of plaster technology for specific functional and social purposes. The manufacture and application of plaster was careful and deliberate and the observable work put into some surfaces suggests a non-utilitarian, potentially symbolic level of preparation.

The first notable characteristic of plaster technology at K-AD to be evidenced from the analysis of these 39 thin sections is there is a complete absence of gypsum, or “plaster of Paris.” These results reaffirm the overall preference for lime plaster observed by Philokyprou (2012) for LBA sites on Cyprus. There were no examples of gypsum being used in plaster as physical additions (either purposeful or accidental) or as a pyrogenic binding agent. The only instance of a gypsum plaster in this study came from the Neolithic site Kalavasos-Tenta sample KAD15-PG20, a 4mm-thick red top floor layer. Given that gypsum is readily available in the vicinity, and that micritic and sparitic gypsum rocks are both present at K-AD in various forms serving numerous functions as workable geogenic material (pithoi lids, South 1988:225; pillar bases, etc.), this infers that the absence of gypsum plaster technology is clear evidence for raw material selection.
being underpinned by cultural choices rather than environmentally determined. We may go one step further and suggest gypsum was specifically avoided as an inappropriate contaminant during the manufacture of lime plaster, as gypsum does not constitute even trace abundances in any tested sample.

A second general point that can be taken from the results concerns two qualities shared between pyrogenic plaster samples from K-AD: the presence of dendritic mineral stains and white, pale hypocoating reaction zones. Dendritic mineral stains (Figure 18; Appendix Image 44) appeared exclusively in pyrogenic plaster and are similar in shape (by nature of being a fractal!) and colour to mineral stains that are present in limestone chunks. In geological limestone these fractals form along sedimentary bedding planes by means of mineral-rich water intrusion and mineral deposition. The fractal shape is a result of water forcing its way along the bedding plane and can be mistaken as a pseudofossil with an organized, organic structure. In thin section these dendritic stains do not have a clear source or origin. There are ubiquitous and each is isolated from the others. Most form an ovoid or a two-branch system but none develop further than this. As far as the literature is concerned these dendritic stains have not been discussed in plasters previously but may be the result of mineral precipitation in wet plaster slurries that have undergone long-term storage. The evidence for this hypothesis lies in the uniform distribution of these dendritic stains across the samples they appear in (e.g. Appendix Image 44). The stains are not concentrated along planar voids, nor do they concentrate along the surfaces of samples. The stains appear to be a direct feature of the material composition of the plasters themselves (Figure 18; Appendix Image 44).
Among the Pithos Hall deposits dendritic mineral stains appeared across the strata KAD15-MM21-L1 (top floor surface), –L3 (fine plaster between two red layers, top floor) and –L9 (bottom floor surface) with appearances within plaster inclusions in –L2, –L4, –L5, and –L11. All of the same instances also display white, pale hypo- and quasicoatings. The same pairing is present in all three thin sections of the plaster road KAD15-MM15-1 and KAD15-MM22’s L2, but neither quality is present in KAD15-MM22’s Layer 1 or Layer 3. Both pedofeatures are again present in KAD15-MM23a, but only within plaster aggregate inclusions. The two largest plaster projects (the Pithos Hall and the main N-S road) appear to have been made following the same basic recipe with some compositional changes that I believe relate to the specific function of each space. The Pithos Hall plaster was composed of a larger micritic calcite component per unit volume than other samples. This may have been a means to increase the social value of the room by using more resource-intensive pyrogenic lime, or perhaps the homogenous fabric constituted a belief that it entailed cleanliness, as olive oil was being store inside. The road’s mixture, on the other hand, had a 30% coarse fraction limestone sand to gravel, which had the properties, if not the intended purpose, of extending the plaster over a larger area as well as creating a plaster surface with greater mechanical fortitude to compensate for the expected wear from daily transportation. Dendritic stains and white, pale hypocoatings are two features that do not appear in any other plaster layers, except a few examples in KAD15-MM14, which will be discussed below. It is also worth noting that KAD15-MM15-1 and KAD15-MM21-L1, and –L9 of the Pithos Hall are the thickest plaster layers that were sampled at K-AD.
The long-term storage hypothesis and the fact that the dendritic stains only appear in the thickest layers, when looked at together, can be explained simply with the suggestion that it was never an *intention* to store plaster for any specific purpose except that the storage of large amounts of plaster for some time was *necessary* in order to produce enough material and transport it to the project area in order to complete these large, thick surfaces in one fluid operation. The plaster was likely not produced within the site of K-AD, but outside the urban area where a kiln could be built and fuel harvested to fire the raw material. From the kiln location (hitherto unknown) the quicklime could have been slacked and stored in a sealed container that has been filled with water to prevent the lime from setting into calcite (see section 4). This hypothesis would explain the similarities shared between the Pithos Hall and the N-S road plaster surfaces.

The Pithos Hall (Area 152) floor deposits are the clearest example of conscious design and the conservation of plaster manufacturing traditions at K-AD. A sunken and complete pithos was excavated from the center of the room during the Vasilikos Valley Project and it was from this hole three block samples were collected. Micromorphological analysis identified two sequences of floors that followed the same general construction method (See Table 1, Figure 31). The surface layers KAD15-MM21-L1 and –L9 are both thick, robust, white pyrogenic plasters with comparable traits. For example, their fine fraction contains white hypocoatings surrounding voids, and their coarse materials are the lowest for any KAD15-MM21 layers at 10% and 14% for –L1 and –L9, respectively. The material sampled from beneath the pithos stand, KAD15-PG13, also has a 10% coarse
fraction but a distinct recipe; it is differentiated from –L1 by its absence of dendritic mineral stains and its massive, void-free microstructure.

![Volume of Pithos Hall Floor Units](image)

Figure 31. Calculated volume of Pithos Hall floor material per identified unit. Layers paired between the two floor construction sequences. Credit: Author’s image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pithos Hall Floor</th>
<th><strong>Top Floor</strong></th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Volume (m³)</th>
<th><strong>Bottom Floor</strong></th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Volume (m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plaster Surfaces</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>L9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropogenic Red Layers</td>
<td>L2+L3+L4</td>
<td>19 (3+9+7)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.4+1.3+1.0)</td>
<td>L10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate preparation layers</td>
<td>L5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>L11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geogenic/fills</td>
<td>L6 (L7, L8)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>L12</td>
<td>22+</td>
<td>3.1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. B.X, A.152 Pithos Hall floor sequence. Credit: Author’s table.

Each of the compositional layers in the top floor required more resources to prepare when compared to the bottom floor. Most notably they are all physically thicker and require more raw material than their corresponding bottom floor units. The “red layer” in the top floor (Layers 2, 3 and 4) also required an additional two steps: an additional red layer (–L2) and an extremely fine plaster layer (–L3), which may not seem
to be too arduous but it doubled the overall thickness of this level (19mm) when compared to the bottom floor’s red layer (10mm) and required three complete strata to be laid one after another. As Area 152 is the largest room at K-AD these additional steps represent a considerable additional investment of resources.

The floor sequence of the Pithos Hall has shown that the recipe and tradition of manufacturing a monumental floor was conserved at K-AD between the two floor layering events. By the time of the second construction event several deliberate changes were added to the floor’s creation, all of which made the second construction more labour intensive including the thickening the floor units and two terra rossa bands separated by a fine, pyrogenic layer. It is argued that the addition of these two additional layers, which were only identified in the laboratory with the aid of soil micromorphological techniques, does not invalidate the claim of the overall conservation of procedure between the two construction events. These additions were small in size but potentially carried great significance. They do not appear to have any structural benefit and are suggested to be a socioeconomic display of tradition and wealth, much like the construction of ‘expensive’ mudbricks that were only visible during the construction of homes in Çatalhöyük (Matthews 2005; Love 2013b).

The total volume of each constituent layer in the Pithos Hall has been calculated in m³ (Table 1). As the specific density of all the materials was not calculated mass estimates have been omitted. A future study would include using constituent materials and volume to estimate energy consumption per layer, which alongside the clear grandeur
of the prepared floor sequence would further illustrate the central control of resources required for the construction of the edifice.

My research has indicated clearly that the urban community on Cyprus at K-AD employed clear context-specific recipes for manufacturing plaster that varied on the specific location the plaster was to be used. For example, plaster drains had the purposeful addition of artificial pozzolanic material, which created a material, upon setting, that was more physically and chemically resilient (possessed hydraulic properties making the plaster less soluble in water) than regular pyrogenic plasters. As such these plasters would be perfectly suited to drain liquid out of the site as regular plaster would dissolve with water and make a rather poor drain. Among the samples from K-AD artificial pozzolanic additions were restricted to plaster drains KAD15-PG15, –PG16 and –PG17 in dimensions varying up to 750µm in –PG15 and up to 1mm for –PG16 and –PG17. There are trace pozzolanic materials present in the fine plaster floor of Unit 3 (KAD15-MM16, –MM17, –PG22) measuring up to 150µm, trace amounts in the plaster covering the steps in the Pithos Hall (KAD15-MM22a) measuring less than 200 µm, and 50µm trace amounts in Area 161’s pebble floor sample –MM23, corridor plaster –MM25 and layer two of KAD87-PG07. No other samples contained pozzolanic additives, thus it can be argued pozzolanic properties were known to LBA architects and they explicitly exploited these properties for purpose-specific applications of plaster that dealt with fluids, i.e. to make drains.

Among the samples representing hydraulic plaster the drain samples (Figure 26; –PG15, –PG16, and –PG17) have the largest and most plentiful artificial pozzolanic
aggregates (Figure 19). The next largest abundance in a plaster sample is found in KAD15-MM22-L1: the plaster covering the steps in the Pithos Hall. Measuring up to 200μm in length the amount of artificial pozzolans present in –MM22 plaster surface (–L1; Figure 19, Images B and D) increases by several orders of magnitude in the pisé base layer. The small amount of pozzolanic material in the plaster sample KAD15-MM22-L1 is greatly outnumbered by the amount of artificial pozzolans seen in the underlying pisé (KAD15-MM22-L3; Figure 19, Images A and C) and also by the amount of artificial pozzolans in the plaster drains. The small amount of artificial pozzolans do not give me the confidence to label the lime plaster –MM22-L1 as a hydraulic plaster. The volume of aggregates is not comparable with the comparatively overwhelming volumes of artificial pozzolans within the plaster drains samples (–PG15, –PG16, and –PG17), which are several orders of magnitude greater (16x-32x) than –MM21-L1. The remaining samples sampled in this study that contained trace pozzolanic material are likewise not hydraulic plasters.

Three pieces of micritic calcite “fine plaster” surfaces (KAD15-MM16, –MM17, and –PG22) from the west side of the main N-S road in Unit 3 (Figure 9, 24) revealed a uniform fabric between the three samples of three units, each with a smaller coarse fraction than the plaster drain samples and with the absence of pozzolanic material. These samples were noticeably hard and durable during sampling. The uniform constitution of the samples, which came from the floor and the lower wall of the room (Figure 24), indicate the plaster was applied up-the-wall during floor construction, decreasing the potential for the plaster to leak if it held liquid (Philokyprou 2012). The entire plaster wall
sample was applied at the same time, in contrast to the method of successive thin applications known to prevent the material from potentially collapsing on its own weight (see Philokyprou 2012). Material from the upper wall was not preserved for analysis and a basal edge sample where the wall and floor meet in a curve was not taken to avoid damaging the site. When looking at the contact curve on site with the wall and floor it appears the plaster is continuous suggesting at least some, if not all, material was applied to the wall and floor contemporaneously.

Moving from a synchronic to a diachronic perspective, sample KAD15-MM14 from Building XVI (Unit 7; Figure 9) provided us with twenty-three successive micritic calcite units in 18cm (Figure 20). These units alternate between thinner, massive “layers,” (L) and thicker, well-separated ped “matrixes,” (M). Matrix 1, the uppermost unit, to Layer 6 display a mostly consistent thickness pattern with matrixes varying between 3 and 13mm thick, and layers varying between 1 and 6mm thick (Figure 21). Using these widths as a baseline for normalcy –L6, –M7, –M9, –M10, and –L10 are large while –L7, –M8, –L8, and –L9, are thin. –M11 and –L11 return to an average thickness (See Figure 21). There is no possibility to estimate the amount of time between construction phases.

In addition to size variation there is limited conservation of material composition the apparent slope. The samples KAD15-MM14, MM14-1, were retrieved from the northern edge of Building XVI, next to a cobblestone wall, which may account for the angle and irregular thicknesses from sweeping or more intensive treading erosion further away from the wall. All the layers except for KAD15-MM14-L1, –L9 and –L11 have the same pale, white hypocoating seen in the Pithos Hall top plaster layers and the main N-S
road. There are in these units, however, variations among mineral stains. The stains present in these plaster floors are round, smaller and not as regular as the dendritic stains seen throughout the previously mentioned monumental lime plasters. There were a few instances of mineral stains and micritic calcite nodules with pale white hypocoated margins within the twelve matrix units; however, these instances were concentrated to individual and isolated nodules not exceeding 300μm in size. These nodules within the “matrix” units are physically isolated in a packing void matrix.

This sequence of thin, irregular ephemeral surfaces is the antithesis of the large monumental features that were accessible along the LCIIC corridors not more than 70m away (estimated from Figure 9). This sequence is the only series of floors from outside the monumental complex and therefore limited conclusions can be drawn. The floors are irregular, thin and numerous, in contrast to the surfaces within the monumental complex.

Additional variation is noted between the floor deposits from Areas 161 and 158a, samples KAD15-MM23 and –MM25 respectively. Area 161 is a smaller pithoi storage area in the northwest corner of the monumental complex. –MM23 is a pebble floor that becomes progressively finer with depth. It includes many igneous minerals that are unique to this sample that suggests the coarse fraction aggregates of KAD15-MM23 may not have been restricted to specific materials, in contrast to the lack of igneous aggregate inclusions in the Pithos Hall and the specific avoidance of gypsum overall. The entire sampled sequence of –MM23 is approximately 11cm thick with the top 2cm having a 60% coarse fraction. This floor serves a very similar purpose to Area 152, the Pithos Hall, however its floor construction is less labour intensive. Layers in –MM23 and –MM25 are
both thinner than the Pithos Hall layers and coarser, requiring a smaller pyrogenic component per unit volume. The floor surface from Area 152 again appears to hold significance for LBA inhabitants at K-AD.

KAD15-MM25, the corridor plaster, (Figure 25, Images H-M) is a pebble floor that has been covered over with a layer of mixed plaster. In the center of KAD15-MM25-L1 is a 40×20mm piece of pyrogenic white plaster, similar to KAD15-MM21-L1 and –L9 of the Pithos Hall, being reused as an aggregate for a new mixture. The base layer, KAD15-MM25-L3, is of similar composition with plaster aggregates also showing granostriation by beige clay. These samples are being made with re-used, old plaster as an aggregate material, something that is not seen among thicker, or perhaps more important, plaster deposits.

Micromorphological evidence for the conscious and deliberate application of specific plaster mixtures at different areas of K-AD has been shown and interpreted as socially driven choices. Specifically, as an example of the conservation of tradition and purpose for a room the same a high-quality and robust pyrogenic plaster was used in the creation of the two thick (100mm and 60mm; Figure 31) floor phases in the Pithos Hall. A similar recipe with limestone aggregate extenders and additional voidspace was used in the manufacture of the main N-S road (KAD15-MM15-1), which is twice as thick at 200+ mm (see section 6.4) as the pithos hall floor surface. Plasters that were to form hard, thin surfaces (see section 6.5) up to 10mm were constructed with a relatively abundant coarse fraction (20%) (e.g. KAD15-MM16, –MM17, –PG22, –MM22), which may have increased the durability of such plasters to keep moisture from penetrating the surface.
The disparate application of plaster recipes for seemingly similar uses such as the two superimposed Pithos Hall floors, or the floors between the two main pithoi storage areas – the Pithos Hall floors and the floor of Area 161 – are indicative of conscious design, social influence and tradition, rather than of environmental determinism. Among others these comparisons indicate plaster was used, at least in part, to illustrate the different social roles these areas played, and in the case of Area 152 how this role changed between the two construction events. The individual(s) in control of Area 152 and those who were permitted access to this storage facility would have been in a place of unique privilege beyond those in the central court or Area 161. The individual(s) in control of Building X would have similarly been in a place of prominence during the construction of Area 152’s floor sequence, having witnessed the labourious steps taken to prepare the floor with sourced terra rossa and different plaster layers. The knowledge of the preparation would have also been a point of social dialogue. The construction sequences and material compositions were meaningfully employed in accordance with the intended social role Area 152 was to have. Different areas were designated with plasters of visible surface variation and compositional traits that were hidden from view; both of which contribute to the shared social perception – the doxa - of the exclusive spaces these surfaces adorned.

8.2 Discussion, FT-IR

FT-IR analysis has shown the red layers in the Pithos Hall are made from terra rossa: a reddish brown sediment that is rich in clay minerals and consolidates when compacted. The use of terra rossa as a means to consolidate the base of a surface, or its
use as packing around sunken pithos is seen at K-AD. Its use as a functional material in the Pithos Hall, however, is called into question as the 60mm and 100mm-thick lime plaster floors are incredibly hard even after 3000 years and one would not be incorrect in identifying the 40mm and 50mm-thick, respectively, base layers would be more than sufficient to satisfy any and all utilitarian concerns by architects for material warping over time. The use of two layers of *terra rossa* in the upper sequence as well calls into question the function of the use of *terra rossa*. I argue that specifically in the case of Area 152 the procurement and application of *terra rossa* layers is more rooted in the tradition and culture of the act of constructing a surface by LBA Kalavasos elites than in its functional qualities as an exceptional packing material. Whether or not these cultural practices that were rooted in tradition had an additional metaphysical role it is currently not possible to say.

Preliminary exploration in the Vasilikos Valley in 2015 in the immediate area around K-AD yielded no examples of geologic *terra rossa*. South (1997: 171) hypothesized that archaeological *terra rossa* at K-AD may have been sourced from nearby (within 1km) “Neolithic/Chalcolithic sites Kalavasos-Kokkinoyia and Pamboules” by LBA people. It has been shown that the tested geogenic samples and sediments collected in the vicinity of K-AD were not fully transformed *terra rossa* by FT-IR analysis. These results are incompatible with the results of the material found beneath the floors in the Pithos Hall, which had an unobservable carbonate signature. The spectral curve from the red material that comprises L2 and L4 of the Pithos Hall floor sequence, sampled as KAD15-IR65 and KAD15-IR105, matches a library sample for unheated *terra
rossa (Figure 27). This finding also reveals that the terra rossa used in the construction of the Pithos Hall floors was not contaminated with any geogenic calcite or pyrogenic lime plaster during sourcing or during the construction of the floor suggesting individuals were conscious of material purity, much like the absence of trace gypsum in plasters.

The results of the FT-IR analysis has shown that the banded red strata outcrops that parallel the highway, collected as samples KAD15-MM26-1 (lower band) and KAD15-MM27-1 (upper band) are currently undergoing a geological transformation from calcite to terra rossa. The material from the farmer’s field, KAD15-IRD07, revealed high carbonate signature (peaks 1437 cm$^{-1}$, 874 cm$^{-1}$ and 713 cm$^{-1}$) incompatible with the archaeological samples. It was similar to MM26-1 and MM27-1, but the latter two have a stronger carbonate signature suggesting that the material from the farmer’s field was further along in its conversion to terra rossa. Samples collected near the abandoned village of Drapia have no similarities to the archaeological samples when tested unheated. The heated samples have a widening of spectral peaks (diagenesis of crystal structure) that is inconsistent with the archaeological samples.

Limited FT-IR analyses, the product of unforeseen circumstances, has been able to show that the red layers applied in sequence beneath each of the two floor surfaces in Area 152 are pure terra rossa. The provenience of this material, however, remains unknown, but may still be in nearby Neolithic/Chalcolithic sites (South 1997: 171). All reddish brown geological samples collected in the region surrounding K-AD were shown to be calcareous material that was in the process of becoming terra rossa, but had not yet fully degraded into clay sediment.
9. Conclusion

This research on the study of plaster construction practices at Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios has demonstrated that plaster pyrotechnology and construction practices can be used as an index to explore the nuances of social organization. This study was undertaken to better understand the LCIIC people and their social dynamics during a period of political and economic change on the island of Cyprus. This thesis asked if plaster technology changes over time and across different social spaces at K-AD, according to the dialectic relationship of population density, socioeconomics and craft specialization. Plaster itself has not historically been a material used to study social dynamics at archaeological sites, especially not on Cyprus, due to the relatively new shifts in linking this geological technology with cultural practices. A theoretical underpinning of this thesis is the claim that plaster can be linked to social identity and social processes through people and their habitus. Under this framework a high-resolution plaster analysis involving micromorphology and FT-IR has examined over 90 distinct archaeological stratigraphic units at K-AD and ten infrared spectra of archaeological, geologic and experimental materials. The results of this analysis strongly suggest LCIIC people had purpose-specific recipes for the construction of plaster surfaces and implemented them across K-AD.

The main room at K-AD within the monumental Northeast Area, the Pithos Hall, which stored olive oil in antiquity, was the most heavily sampled area due to its accessibility and prominence. Among the samples was a sequence of two floor construction phases, KAD15-MM21, which exhibited conservative construction practices,
i.e. the two floors were made in the same way, to the notable exception that the upper floor has physically more material used in each constituent layer. The additions in the upper floor are taken to be representative of the development of the socioeconomic importance of the Pithos Hall. Although the constituent terra rossa layers included in the floor and the overall thickness would not be visible to the population after completion the social impact of the floor would be preserved by those having witnessed the labourious steps taken to prepare the floor with sourced terra rossa and different plaster layers. The knowledge of the preparation would become a point of social dialogue. The construction sequences and material compositions were meaningfully employed in accordance with the intended social role Area 152 was to have. Different areas were designated with plasters of visible surface variation and compositional traits that were hidden from view; both of which contribute to the shared social perception – the doxa - of the exclusive spaces these surfaces adorned. A system of central organization/wealth accumulation/resource control developed between the lower and upper Pithos Hall construction phases as indicated by a thickening series of layers that were already monumental in size. The addition of two extra non-utilitarian construction steps in the top Pithos Hall floor when compared to the original floor (see section 8.1; Figure 31; Table 1) may also indicate a developing system of belief, tradition, superstition, or symbolism.

Analysis of different surfaces which were sampled largely within the Northeast Area due to time constraints and accessibility suggests there was an established knowledge of plaster manufacture and construction practices that on an urban scale included centralized resource control and a socioeconomic system that valued and
demanded different materials for specific uses, including the use of limestone inclusions to extend an/or strengthen the main N-S road (KAD15-MM15-1) that connects the planned site and the complete moratorium on gypsum in any LBA plaster samples. One hypothesis that came from the micromorphological analysis is that the presence of dendritic stains in the thickest plaster layers, i.e. the Pithos Hall floors and the main N-S road, may be a product of slacked lime production. The need for large amounts of pyrogenic material may have demanded the manufacture and storage of large quantities of slacked lime in order for enough material to be made and applied to create the intended surface on one construction event. The time taken to prepare the necessary lime plaster could have allowed the dendritic stains to grow in an aqueous solution, which would then explain their even distribution (e.g. Appendix Image 44) across the thick samples they are present in.

The last result for the micromorphological analysis is that the LBA people at K-AD employed the use of artificial pozzolanic material to create hydraulic plasters that were used exclusively in the creation of water-resistant plaster drains.

The main results from the FT-IR analysis is that the red layers in the Pithos Hall floor deposits, KAD15-MM21-L2, –L4, and –L10 (Table 1), are terra rossa and that the source of this terra rossa was not identified from any local samples in this analysis, however, these local samples were by no means exhaustive.

This analysis has shown that along with large-scale architecture, sophisticated plans, and ashlar masonry, plaster technology was regulated and implemented to build the new urban center from the ground-up both structurally and symbolically. My research has
indicated clearly that the urban community on Cyprus at K-AD employed clear context-specific recipes for manufacturing plaster that varied on the specific location the plaster was to be used, modes of preparation and consumption that both reflected and part-constituted social differences.
10. Future Directions

This study has revealed some areas for future research. (1) Using petrography and soil micromorphology this project can be extended across the site of K-AD as for this study plaster samples were concentrated to the monumental complex. An intra-site analysis may be able to answer questions about the use of pyrotechnology in non-monumental early urban residential structures and also if a tiered system was employed to create “higher-status” residential structures for the elites that facilitated the happenings within the Northeast Area. (2) A multi-site study can be carried out that includes the two other nearby monumental LBA sites at Alassa-Paleotaverna and Maoni. This study would explore the possibility of a shared tradition of plaster manufacture for monumental structures, or the possibility of skilled workers travelling between sites to apply their trade. These analyses would lend an understanding to the social arrangement on Cyprus during the Amarna correspondence (Goren et al. 2003) and further explore the depth of social division in this rapidly urbanizing society.

There are several questions that can be answered with FT-IR analysis, such as (3) a further exploration into the source of the terra rossa, specifically by testing the potential Neolithic/Chalcolithic archaeological sites mentioned by South (1997: 171). (4) The only gypsum plaster found in this study came from the red floor of Kalavasos-Tenta’s structure 17, the central building at the site. The underlying structure 36 also has a red floor, the only other instance of red floors at Tenta. An FT-IR sample would reveal if these are both gypsum plasters, and if so, further research could be undertaken to explore if the use of gypsum was restricted to these two red floors at Tenta. (5) A second question regarding
these red floors that is quickly resolved with FT-IR is if the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B inhabitants utilized *terra rossa* as a red colouring agent.

The final future direction from this project is (6) conducting experimental limestone burns, both in the field and in the laboratory. This project would shed light on the environmental cost of producing the tonnes among tonnes of pyrogenic material demanded from the monumental complex at K-AD. The entire site extends for up to 11.5ha, but research into Building XVI revealed floor surfaces outside the monumental complex are significantly less resource intensive to construct. The top layer of plaster in the Pithos Hall requires a calculated 14.2m³ of material to be applied in one event. What are the resources involved in producing this amount of material? Resources include trees for fuel, labour for collecting and crushing raw material, water for slacking, and a space to carry out this process and containers to transport plaster through the city and apply it.

The final research project in this list is by far the most labour intensive while some of the FT-IR projects can be carried out readily.
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Appendix

Bottom left corner.
Appendix Image 23. KAD15-MM22A. Plaster-Covered Steps. PPL (Left) and XPL. T=Top
Appendix Image 30. KAD15-MM25D, Corridor Plaster, PPL (Left) and XPL. T=Top
Appendix Image 34. KAD94-PG08A, Area 174 Well Plaster, PPL (Left) and XPL, No Orientation
Appendix Image 37. KAD15-PG13, Material Beneath Pithos Stand, PPL (Left) and XPL. T=Top
Appendix Image 38. KAD15-1P-15, Plaster Drain, PPL (Left) and XPL, T=Top
Appendix Image 43. KAD15-PG22, Unit 3 Fine-Surfaced Floor, PPL (Left) and XPL. T=Top
Appendix Image 44. Dendrite mineral stains from A) the Pitbos Hall, and B) the N-S road.
Appendix Image 45. 1982-98 site plan of K-AD with room numbers. Credit: Alison South.